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The Murray Ledger. Sc. Times
Volume 98 No. 62

State Could Qualify
For Federal Funding
and public transportaton.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky
—A law or regulation-thz4 permits
could qualify for up to $2 Million in
right turns on a red light.
federal funds over the next three years
—New purchasing policies for state
to implement an energy conservation
and local governments to improve
plan, state Energy Conuuissioner
energy efffciency:
DamoraUtrison says.
Harrison said lighting and insulation
A public hearing will be held on the
standards Would probably need
---proposeciplaFi nest-month.
legislative action. The state could
If approved by the Federal Energy
expand its car pool activities and
Administration, it could mean up to
already has a law permitting motorists
$400,000 in fedetal funds for the fiscal
to turn right on red.
year beginning Oct. 1.
Supplemental measures also will be
Another $1.6 million could be fordeveloped under the _plan, including
'hi.nming ouPr ths. nairt two a if the
conservation education programs and
state meets federal guidelines.
the possibility of tax breaks in sitveral
The deadline for completion of the
state conservation plan was originally ----areasto stimulate energy conservation,
Harrison said.
March 25, but state officials have asked
He said he plans to meet with the
for an extension. Harrison said he has
Interim Joint Committee on Public
not heard from federal authorities, but
added he doesn't expeCt any problem in
getting an extension.
State energy authorities had their
hands full during the winter months
coping with the day-to-day problems of
the energy crisis, Harrison said, and
the conservation plan got pushed to the
background.
He said the department is aiming for
Tice chances of living to a ripe old age
completion of the plan by May 15. -are-better than they have ever been for
Specific regulations and legislative
the average resident of Calloway
proposais.tor translating the general
county.
standards •- into specifics will be
Because of the advances made in the
developed later this year.
fields of medicine and public health in
The public hearing,tentatively set for
the past decade,a child born in the local
late April, will give the public a chance
area at the present time has a life exto sea- broad outline of what the state
pectancy of 72.4 years, which is a new
envisions.
• high.
"We're not going to spell it out until
By way of comparison, it is about four
latter," Harrison said.
years more than its parents could look
The State must - implement five forward to when they were born. Going
mandatory measures by Jan. 1, 1978 to
back still further, to 1930, when granqualify for federal funds, and must cut dfather was born, life expectancy then
energy consumption by five per cent
was only 59.7 years.
over the next two years.
' The development of the so-called
Under federal guidelines, the plan
miracle drugs around that time, and
must include:
the resultant conquering of the in—New lighting standards for public fectious diseases, led to dramatic gains
buildings, which generally includes all
in longevity, according to the National
structures but residential and federal Centerfor Health Statistics.
buildings.
Today, a 35-year-old person in
—New thermal standards for new
Calloway County has the likelihood of and renovated buildings, including
another: 41 years or so of life whereas,
residential structures but excluding
10 years ago, the outlook would have
federal.
, 'been only 39 years for someone that
—A program to promote car pools
-age.
-

inside-today
Mrs. Don Keller, Kentucky Safety Chairman of the
Kentucky Federation of the Women's Club, will be
featured speaker here on Monday.See story on Page Two,
in the Local Scene section.

Murray High School has an excellent chance of winning
its first game tomorrow night. Mike Brandon has that
story in today's sports section.

today's index
LocalScene .
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Opinion Page
Garrott's Galley
Crossword
Comics
Sports
Classifieds
Deaths 8z Funeral-54.,
Roses'Section
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LEAVING FOR STATE—The 1977 Regional Championship Murrii i High Tiger Basketball Team left this morning for
Louisville and the Kentucky State Basketball Tournament amid a crowd of cheering students and fans at the school.
Several community and government leaders were at the school today for a pep rally before the team left. The Tigers will
take on Covington Holmes tomorrow night at eight p.m. Murray time in Freedom %tall as the state tournament bekins.
Staff Photo by mike Brandon

The added life expectancy, at every
stage a king•the way, has pi tiduced a big
increase in the number of men and
women over 65.
The extent of the change is indicated
In data compiled by the U.S. Census
Bureau. At the turn of the century, it
reports, only 1 out of every 24 persons in
the country was65 or over.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP I
Fowinkle, state health
By 1970, because of the greater life
The,
Dr.
Environmental Protection Agency has
span, about 1 out of 10 were in that age
commissioner, said such action,
been. asked -to delay enforcing air
bracket. Currently it is 1 out of 9.
without a Publiebearing, Would meet
pollution standards at two Tennessee
In Calloway County,the figures show,
—
immediate rejection by EPA.
Valley Authority steam. plants at least
some 3,750 persons, representing 12.6
"Will this stop EPA?" asked Niles
until mid-June.
per cent of the population, are 65 or
Schoening, a board member. "Can't
TVA contends the new requirements
more.
they now go ahead and do anything they
ii 'sulfur dioxide pollution by the
As for local men who have just
want to?"
Environmental Protection Agency will
reached 65, they have the probability of
Fowinkle said, "I think the answer is
require the federal power agency either
living another 13 years, according to
yes... I know if I were sitting on such a
the life tables. Women reaching that "t- buy low-sulfur coal outside of Tennational regulatory body and I had a
nessee or install expensive scrubbers to
age have the prospect of 17 additional
statutory body such as this making a
remove sulfur dioxide stack emissions.
years.
recommendation, I would be hard put
Does the possibility exist that science Either way, the agency said, it will
to ignore it. But I can'tipeak asto what
result in higher electric power costs to
has within its long-term reach the
EPA will do."
its consumers in seven Southeastern
capacity to prevent or control hurnai.
TVA contends the requirements
states.
disease? Whether or not that is a
would cost $375 niacin a year at four
The state Air Pollution Control Board
dream, it was forecast some montl plants — Kingston and New Johnrequest for the delay in entorceiriegt,
ago by the: President's Binmedic
sonville in Tennessee, Widows Creek in
prompted in part by a legiMative
Research Panel. :
northeast Alabama and Shawnee near
resolution,--feltshott-of-what-bottrWA- —Paducah, Ky. The Teriirk re board
Claiming that there no longer appe;c•
and the legislature asked — permanent - requested an enforcement delay only
to be any diseases that are
exemption from requirements that
penetrable or incomprehensible,"
for the two Tennessee plants, *ice it
calls its forecast a "'realistic, practic., • expensive sulfur dioxide scrubbers be
has no authority over the others.
installed at the plants.
appraisal" of the future.
TVA had asked exemptions from

EPA Asked To Delay Enforcing
Standards On Steam Plants
eugene

Fire Ratese Dispute To Be
Aired In Two-Day Hearing

Edward Thompson and his family will have President
Jimmy Carter as a house guest on St. Patrick's Day. The
details on this "average"family's experience are on Page
10.

Mostly sunny today with widely
scattered thunderstorms late this
afternoon and evening, clearing
tonight. Near record warm
temperatures today with highs in
the 80s. Lovrtonight in the low to
mid 40s. Sunny and cooler
Wednesday, high in the mid 60s.

Two Sections — 26 Pages

Utilities and Transportation on March
31 to discuss the feasibility of proposals
to provide tax breaks for individuals
who install additional insulation,
weatherstripping or—solar collectors,
and tax credits to encourage greater
direct use of coal by industry.
Any change in the tax laws would
have to be implemented by the 1978
General Assembly,he said.
Many provisions in the Kentucky
energy conservation plan will affect
ordinary homeowners—for example,
the new insulation standards for new
and renovated houses.
But Harrison said he doesn't know
how widespread public intesest-in the
plan will be—apart from people like
architects and engineers—because it
may seem too technical.

Local Residents Have
Longer Life Expectancy

sunny and warm

15' Per Copy
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In Our 98th Year
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Th,
simmering dispute about the seine
fire insurarfce rates in cities and
communities throughout Kentucky
- come out into the open at a two-d:,,,
hearing.
,
representatives
''
convene in the Senate chamber Apr:.
to give their side of the.question.
The next day is reserved for the insurance companies and Insurar
Commissioner Harold McGuffey.
At issue is the process under whif
the International Service Organizat:Ti
of New York classified cities and
communities for fire coverage.

The ISO represents and is controlled
,
by insurance companies.
The inspections it makes determine
the premiums charged. for _ fire
protection. , Deficiencies in fire
protection add to policy costs.
A number of mayors contend the
• rating responsibility should be taken
away from the ISO and vested in a
separate state bureau.
McGuffey.said Monday that he does
not think this is a good solution.
-In the last four years I've been involved in every fire rate dispute and
have had full cooperation from every
community except one," he said.

EPA 'requirements at six Tennessee
steam plants, but Harold Hodges, state
air pollution- control ,aireetor, said he
felt EPA and state officials could work
out problems at the others — the Allen
Steam Plant, Memphis; Cumberland
Steam Plant, north of Nashville; Bull
Run Steam Plant, near Oak Ridge, and
Watts Bar Steam Plant, south of
Kingston.
Hodges noted the legislative
resolution and said he has been in
Tennessee
contact
with . the
congressional delegation..
He reported Sen. Howard Baker, RTenn., has been instrumental in trying
to get legislation that will -allow the
same thing .through the Senate Public
Works Committee. He said federal
legislation, if it is approved, should be
-eea-144y-the-efiontit. •

Rescue Squad
Called To
Kilgore Home

The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
--Stiliait was called toThe-hOme of Bethe
Kilgore on the Bethel Church Road this
He declined to name the community,
morning about 9:30. The damage was
but said it had financial problems and
confined to the flue area of the house,
protection
fire,
upgrade
refused to
facilities—resulling in a more .according to squad members.
Monday the squad was called to five
expensive rate classification.
field
fires. They, were at Lakeway
The commissioner said that -was the
Shores Subdivision, on Highway 121
only instance of a community being
across from the Calloway County
downrated in that manner, and added
Fairgrounds, on Old Shiloh Road' on
- that it had to be done so that an inMedye Lane in Coldwater. and on Highsurance firm would continue coverage.
way
121,' Mayfield Road, at the Sonny
However, the • :idea of insurance'
Hooks home..
companies deciding how citiesshape up
The squad answered a (-all Sunday to
in fire protection for rate purposes is
a field fire on Industrial Road by the
See RATES
Calloway County, Soil Improvement
Page 10,Column Eight
. Association.

-
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The thiutanniversary ot-the-Murray-Gilloway C
tyjitED LiNf Association was observed at the meeting of the Board
---ofThrec"tors held Monday evening at the Callowa Circit Court Room. The operation with its primary function being an
information,screening and referral system and a "listening ear," began operation Marchil,1974,and since then over 4300
contracts have been recorded by the executive director, Euple Ward. Also present at the meeting last flight, were,left lc)
right, the Rev.knell White, Nell Eaton,secretary,the Wis. Robert Brocichoff, president, Marvin Harris, vice-president, Frances Shea, Euple Ward, Dr; Wallace Baggett, advisorf consultant, and the Rev. Dr. David Roos, treasurer. OM& board
members are Harold Beaman,Bailey Gore,Irma Lafollette, Margaret Trevathan, Tominie Martin,and Charles Timberlake.

1

tyrfitior-),

Installed as nen board members of NEED LINE Association of Murray-Calloway County at a meeting held Monday
evening at the Calloway Circuit Court Room were, left to right, John Dale, lo Burkeen, Helen Hodges, Groover Parker
Marie Holton, and Gary Haverstock Mrs. Hodges, a• former boatil member, will serve the vacancy created by the
resignation of Kathryn Glover for the period, 1,76:t980. The other five persons will serve for the 197%1981 term.

Staff photos by Mike Brandon

•
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Murray Woman's Club Will
Hear Mrs. Keller Monday
Mrs. Don Lois) Keller, in two departments of the
chairman of the Safety local club, Sigma and
Division of the Kentucky Creative Arts. She ha worked
Federation of Women's Clubs,
will be the featured speaker at
the general meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
:held Monday, March 21, at
9:30 a. m. at the club house.
The speaker will speak on
, the subject, "Do You Have
Value?" at the club meeting.
, Mrs. Keller has been active in
the work of the Kentucky
Federation serving as the
..state safety chairman now
and also in other phases ofthe
club work. She has served as
recording secretary of the
First District Women's Club,
kind-served as pi esident fthe-Murray Woman's Club from

19684o.
Mrs. Keller has been active

organizations having attended
the state and district meetings
many times.
The president, Mrs. Bob
Billington, and the first vicepresident, Mrs. Donald Jones,
urge all members and interested persons to attend this
morning meeting. Reservations for the brunch should
be made with the various
department chairmen or the
telephone committees no later
than Friday, March .18.
Mrs. Bill Smith will give the
devotion and. Mrs. Hugh
NotTsinger. w111- lead in the
pledge to the flag and the club
collect. The winner of the
music contest and the sewing
contestants will be featured,
according to Mrs. -MiiardBrock, contest chairman and
second vice-president. New
officers will be elected.
The hostesses for the

.members of the Sigma and
Kappa Departments of the
,At
club. Other departments are
When the Nile receded the closely with all departments Alpha, Creative Arts, Delta,
ancient Egyptians would toss of the club and also with the
Garden, Home, Music, Theta,
into it written instructions
state and Zeta.
and
district
about returning.
Mrs. Don Keller
-Featured Speaker

't121;70

communITY
CALE n DAR )
Tuesday, March 15
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m. at the
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Ruth
Lassiter at seven p. m.

Tuesday, March 15
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet. at
7:30 p. m. at the club house
with pi uiby Murray High
Stage Band. This is an open
meeting with special invitation to band parents.

Wednesday, March 16
Annual Murray Optimist
Club Burger Day will be at
Burger Queen with profits
goingto the club's youth
programs,

Sympathy, Not Tea
For Fat Pastor
By Abigail Van Buren
i97rb5 thiCago

ibun• N

1

t4**8 SYnd

ICC

JAMES BOY
Capt. and Mrs. George M.
James of Fort Rucker,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Curtis Allen; weighing seven
pounds seven ounces, born on
Wednesday, February 23, at
6:13 p. m. at Fort Rucker.
They have another son,
Leslie, age four.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Julia James, Birmingham,
Ala., and Mr. and Mrs. James
Euel Erwin, Hazel Route One.
Great grandparents- are Mr.
and Mrs. John Latimer, Mrs.
Curtis Brandon, Hazel Route
4)ne,and Mrs. Emmett Erwin,
Murray Route Four. A great
great grandmother is Mrs.
Pearl Moore, Hazel Route
One.

DEAR ABBY: OFTEN A GUEST asked you whether a
WILSON BOY
hostess should ask a drop-in .test if he for she) wants any
refreshments or to just go-ahead and serve something. You
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Mark
said, -The gracious hostess doesn't inquire—she act. Wilson of Sedalia Route One
Serve whatever you have, but dtop-in guests shouldn't are the parents of a baby boy,
expect a feed-in." I disagree with you. Abby.
Steven Wayne, born on
I am a pastor's wife, and oh, how I wish well-meaning
Wednesday, March 2, at the
parishioners woultkquit feeding my husband! His clothes
•
Comm
'earnestly
trying
is
trlinie
Ire
seams.
the
sEritTik
7
7.u
.
are 1
weight, but with all the calls he has to make and people Mayfield.
Grandparents are Goble
shoving goodies athim`consiantly, it is almost impossible
Wilson, Mrs. Peggy Farmer,
for him to stay jib a diet.
I am not saying he doesn't enjoy eating, because he does. and Mr.._Ind Mrs. Bobby
But it would be so matt easier for him to refuse if he were Ward.
asked, instead of served. Please publish this. It might help.
But don't use my name or the town from which this came.
Thank you.
PASTOR'S WIFE
. ....... DEAR ABBY: OFTEN A GUEST'S letter prompts me
to say that I too have often been a guest in the homes of
friends who know perfectly well that I am a Mormon. Yet
they still say, -Shall I fix some coffee? Or would you rather
have tea?"
Abby, please remind those thoughtless people that
-Mormons drink neither Foffee or tea. Thank_you. ,
PROVOKED IN PROVO

Meals for senior citizens will
be served at North Second
Hardin Senior Citizens will Street Center at twelve noon.
a social breakfast from
have
i
Bowling for senior citizens
Phebian Sunday' School 7-:30 to ten a.m. at the center
Class, First-Baptist Church, with shopping to be from ten will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
will meet at the home of Mrs. a.m. to four p.m.
Clyde Miller at seven p. m.
Wednesday, March 16
Wednesday, March 16
N. Williams Chapter of
J.
Bible Study group will meet
Christian Men's Fellowship,
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. First Christian Church, will the UDC will meet at the home
Frank Roberts,1665 Calloway, have a "cook-out" -at the of Dr. Mildred Hatcher at 1:30
m. with Dr. Roy Hatton as
at 7:30 p.m.
fellowship hall at six p.m. p.
Note change from
speaker.
Each one bring.a steak, pork
Murray Assembly No. 19 chop, etc., and other food will place previously announced.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls be furnished.
Murray Open Duplicate
will meet at the Masonic Hall
Bridge Club will meet at
at seven p..m.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Gleason Hall at seven p. m.
Murray TOPS (Talce Off Club will meet at the home of
m.
a.
10:30
at
Burchett
Ruby
Thursday, March 17
Pounds Sensibly) will meet at
Shower for Mr. and Mrs. W.
the Health Center, Seventh
G. Martin whose- home was
and Olive Streets, at seven-.p.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
m. This is open to all persons will meet at the Woodmen of destroyed by fire will be held
at Community Room, Murray
- who desire to lose weight.
the World Building at seven p. Federal Savings and, Loan,
m. An initiation ;ill be held. Murray,from six to eight p.m.
Freed-Hardeman College
Associates will meet at the
Men's Softball 'League to
Hazel Woman's Club will
University Church of Christ plan the summer events will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Annex at seven p.m. This will meet at D and W Auto Parts,
Hazel Community Center with
begin a new year and all in- 107 North Seventh Street, at
program to be a style
the
terested ladies are en- 7:30 p. m. Call Carlee Saylors,
show.
attend.
to
couraged
753-7979, for information.

DE A It Al3BY: Apropos OFTEN ,A GUEST:,The ,guestt
who gets me is the one who replies, when asked if he wants
something: "If YOU are going to have something, 111 join
you.OF`TEN ANNOYED
DEAR ABBY: Aha! I caught you. You aren't always
right. I think the hostess who serves refreshments without
first. asking her guests if they warit anything is
presumptuous and inconsiderate.
It shaukibe the privilege of the guest either to partake
of refreshments or refuse. But if something is set before
him, he feels compelled to eat it, leo hp _offend the hostess.
I have avoided calling on a certain relative who -is, a
notoriously poor cook because she insists that her guests'
eat,regardless of the time of day-or night. Her heart may
-be in the right place, buy my stomach, can't take it.
BICARB BETSY
•

and Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Rose
TURNER GIRL
A baby girl, Tracy Jean of Benton. Great great
Apn,was born to Mr. and Mrs. grandmothers are Mrs.
J. W. Turner of Murray on Gertrude Willoughby of Haze!
Thursday, February 24, at the Park, Mich., and Mrs. Charlie
Murray-Calloway County Myers of St. Louis, Mo,
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Burnette Turner of
Lowes and Mrs. Mandie
Williams of Mayfield.
BAILEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Bailey,
Murray Route Two, are the
parents of a baby boy, Brad
Alan, weighing seven pounds,
measuring twenty inches,
born on Thursday, March 3,at
8:20 a. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is employed by
Fisher Price Toys, and the
Mother is on leave from the
same company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Rose of
Murray Route Five and Mr.
•
Great
Two.
Route
Murray
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Rayburn of Murray,
Mrs. Louise Bailey of Murray,
Mrs. Lucille Roberts of Alm°,

YOUR
PHOTO

49c

Per Pose In,Living

Color
For Original Print Only
•No Limit
*Groups Okay
*All Ages

Aticraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking In Rear

For A Trimmer
Prettier You
On The Courts
Let Us Provide Help With
Your Figure And Fitness Problem.

Start Today, You'll Be
Glad You Did!!

Dixieland Shopping Center
For Information and Free Visit Call 75.3-6881

DEAR ABBY: People who are so stupid as to refuse a
cup of coffee when they really icant one deserve to
without.
This business of having to BEG folks to have a cookie or
a sandwich is for the birds. Whatever happened to the
simple "ye -or "no- When something is offered? asknnee,
and whatever answer I get is okay by me. I don't beg
anybody to eat or drink anything in my home.
SARAH IN-SUN CITY
DEAR ABBY: I don't agree with you.
I am on a limited budget, and. I can't afford to prepare
refreshments to throw out. I always ask if anybody wants
anything first. And I am only too glad to serve-whatever I
have. IF it is wanted. but it bugs me to watch guests toy
with their food and pretend to enjoy it when they really
don't.
BUGGED IN BARSTOW

DEAR ABBY: I agree with you. If you have something
Executive Committee of the in the house for company, put it out and let them take it or
National Association Retired leave it.
Federal Employees will meet
I used to ask people who dropped in if they wanted a
at Triangle Inn at 9:30 a.m. piece of my freshly baked homemade bread, or a slice of
my just-out-of-the-oven. green-apple pie. And they would
say,"Not right now, but it sounds so good; would you mind
wrapping up a little piece for me to take home?"
Now. Abliy, you know I'm not going to wrap up ONE
piece of bread or one slice of pie for a whole family. So
there wento whole loaf -of bread and a whole pie!
SHIRLEY

BARGAIN NITE

TIMEX
REPAIR

AT THESE THEATRES

C.1•41"

Our of
Warranty Only

DEAR SHIRLEY: Your Mistake was in describing the
goodies. You should have just made the offer and skipped
the commercials.

MICHELSON'S
\'4? i'
"
fs!
• shio.fi

For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers Want to
Know,'1_ send St-to -Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (241) envelope

•••••••• W
000••••:Ae...:•••••••

tonite's movies

1410/Dbl.". 5raitA.

For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

Double Disney Fun!
"Never A Dull Moment"
1008 Chestnut
and
Thru 3/23 "The Three Caballeros"

The complete store for all your maternity fashions - BRAS, SLIPS, GIRDLES,
PANTIES, GOWNS, ROBES, HOSIERY.

Not Inc. In Bargain Nite

Guy,L

His whole life was
a million-to-o0 shot.

1010 Chestnut

4 Big Weeks

7 70
Only -

ROCKY

Cisa
641N Central Ctr

1Thru Thur.

7:30
Only
NOM
Artois

Positively Ends Thursday!
SILVER
Only7:30
STRERIIID \
L ra
,
A
•

TOPS
PANTS
JEANS
DRESSES

$8 to $18
$8 to $14
$10 to $16
$14 to $30

BUY ONE
ORDER OF FRIES*
Al REGULAR PRICE
AND GET SECOND FOR ONLY

Baby Gifts - Free Gift Wrap

Offer Good Wednesday, March 16, 1977

Not Inc. In Bargain Nite

Ci•eiff
641 N. Central Ctr

a Big Weeks

mum

FATE
INSLU114
DUNAWAY
FETES ROBERT R
nom( DUVALL

7:30 I
Only

•
•
•
•
•
•060EV.VIII:f•
•
••••!..!...*•
•
•
•

PARKER'S
UNIFORM & MATERNITY FASHIONS
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA
OPEN 9:30 AM - 5700 P.M.
HAYFIELD, KY
MASTER CHARGE

LAYAWAY

••••••

BANKAMERICARD

9c
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Smith-Mohundro Vows
To Be Read Thursday
Miss Cindy Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs._ Hafford W.
Smith of Murray Route Five,
has completed plans for her
wedding to Robert Mohundro,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mohundro of Murray Route
Eight.

Miss Smith will be given in
marriage by her father and
has chosen Mrs. Rick
Martha Renfroe as her
matron of honor. The best
man will be Rick Renfroe.
Sammy Joe Smith, brother
of the bride-elect, and Allen
Houston will serve as ushers.
The North Calloway ParentThe wedding vows will be Angela
McClard
will Teacher Club held its regular
read on Thursday, March 17, distribute the rice bags and
meeting on March 8, at the
at six p. m. at the New Mt. walk with the bride-elect down North Elementary
School with
Cannel Baptist Church with the aisle, and Lori Roberts
Dr. Jack Rose as, the guest
the Rev. Billy Gallirnore of- will be flower girl.
speaker and Mrs. B. J. Berrill
ficiating. Jimmy Burkeen will
All friends and relatives are in charge of the musical
be pianist and soloist.
invited to attend the wedding. program.
Mrs. Sara Alexander, PTC
President, presided over the
meeting which included approximately 200 PTC members.
The PTC will sponsor a
The calendar of prayer was
The Olga Hampton Group of
Variety Show-Hamburger
the Sinking Spring Baptist by Ruth Warren. Sentence
Supper on March 25 and plans
Church Women met ,Monday, prayer was led by each
were initiated for this event,
March 7, at seven p. M. at the member
for
various
Mamie Bryan will chair
Mrs.
president,
church with the
missionaries.
annual event open to the
the
Maxine Nance, presiding.
Also present were Linda
Mary Bell Jones gave the Cooper, Dorothy Srandon, public and all persons are
encouraged to particvate.
opening- prayer 'Tolltitellitr .5rTttff`tql --cra-wrottr,
More publicity
prayer requests being listed. Dowdy, Mary Turner, and
released soon.
The group voted to send ten Gladys Williamson.
PTC projects for the year
dollars to the Foster Home
will include sponsoring the
Birthday Fund. Ruth Warren
Girl Scouts and the Annual
and Frances Paschall will
School Ball Banquet, confurnish refreshments for the
tributing $500.00 to the school
GUESTS HERE
youth organizations at the
l.-Cpl. and Mrs. Donald P. Reading Program; the purchurch on March 30.
Frangenberg of Jacksonville, chase of a sound system for
"Our Land For Christ" was N
, are visiting her parents, the school; and payment of
the subject of the Week of Mr
and Mrs. Jack P. Crit- $50.00 to the Community
Prayer program for home
tendon, for a month. L-Cpl. Theatre Group for children for
missions and was conducted
Frangenberg is the son of Mr. a production to be presented to
by the prayer chairman, and
Mrs. A. M. Frangenberg the children at North.
Lorene Owens.
of Virginia Beach, Va., and
Donald Dowdy, President of
Those taking part in the will
be going to Okinawa for a the
Calloway
Athletic
program were Hattie Lee year
with the U. S. Marines. Boosters Club, reported on the
Galloway, Mary Bell Jones,
Mrs. Frangenberg is the progress and plans of the
_Fay Orr, And Mary Kathryn
former --eyrrthia Crittendon -lizootball program and- --conStarks. Juanita Collins played and
will be staying with her tributions. The North FTC
the song,"Ocean to Ocean' on
parents and sisters during the
pledged $500:00 to the football
the piano.
year her husband is in
program.
Okinawa. Her father was born
Volunteers wer ssignedio
and reared in Graves County
help with the V riety Showand recently retired from the
Hamburger Suppk to be held
C. -S. Navy. They are -now
on March 25_. and to help with
residing in Calloway County. the Intramurals scheduled at
The Calloway County Her grandmother is Mrs. the school.
A nominating committee for
Chapter of Clean Teens made Gertie Jackson of Lynnville.
new
PTC officers for the 77-78
a speeigl donation to the
school year will include: Mrs:
Murray-Calloway
ComON'DEAN'S LIST
Joyce Haley, chairman; Mrs.
prehensive Care Center( as a
.'eanette ,Belle Gilliam,
Bettye Baker; Mrs. Jackie
civic project for the year.
da.4;hter of Mrs. Robert
Harrison; Mrs.Greta Gargiis;
Plans for a skating party by \1,11te Belle) Farless of 1712
and
Mrs. Marlene Beach. The
the chapter were made. The Mr4nolia, Murray, had a
Committee will present .the
chapter voted to ask- the
:;olastic average of 3.60 for
new slate of officers at the
Baltor Company to make :ne last term.at the University
April meeting.
molds for a Clean Teens pin sr if Kentucky, Lexington,
Mrs. Jackie Harrison,
pins would be available next where she is a sophomore. She
mem,bership
chairman,
year.
is Included in the list of
reported, that the winning
The chapter sponsor, Mi - students on the Dean's List at
class to-date
for
the
Carol Sloan, made a. • the university.
'cumulative room count which
nouncements pertaining to t'
f
results in a MacDonald's treat
party and selling projects.
for
the class who has the
HOSPITAL
PATIENT
Dan Watson, preside'"
greater number of parents
Danny Ray Baker of Hardin
Introduced Patricia (Critt.
Route One was , dismissed
McKenzie who entertair
March 4 from the Community
with songs by Helen Re
Hospital, Mayfield.
and Tanya Tucker.

North Calloway PTC Will
Sponsor School Projects

Olga Hamptot1 Group Hears
'eek Of Pray Pr( tire am

Linda Johnson, left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Johnson, will represent i1
MurrayWoman's Club in the district contest at Paducah on Mardi 26. She performed
the first movement of the Spring Sonata No. 5 by Beethoven on the violin at the local
contest held by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club. She is a
sophomore at MyrrayHigh School and studies,private violin with _David Nelson at_
Murray State University. Her accompanist was Jansvin Overstreet, fresNman at MSU,
right. Mrs. Elizabeth Conklin, center, contest chairman for the Music Department,
presents the winning check to Miss Johnson.

LaDonne
Roberts,
daughter of Mr. ad Mrs.
Billie Roberts, was a contestant in the contest by the
Musk Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. She
performed the '.'First ConTerri McConnell, standing, a senior at Murray High
certino"
by
Georges
School, was a contestant in the contest by the'Music
Guilhaud on the clarinet. She
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. She peris a senior at Calloway
-formed a trumpet solo, "Petite Piece Concertante" by
County High School. Judges
Guillaume Bolay. She was accompanied by Miss Ann
for the contest were Ms. IrGregory, right, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.John Gregory,
ma Collins and Mrs. Kathy
who was winner of the district contest last year and enMowery. Mrs. Edith Noftered in state competition. Miss McConnell is the
fsinger is chairman of the
daughter of Mr.and Mrs.Jerry McConnell.
Music Department of the
Murray Club.

NOSPITAL NEWS
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SPECIAL
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March 8, 1977
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda K. McClure,
Rt. 5 Box 2059, Murray, Mrs.
Patsey A. Warren, 108 Riviera
Court, Murray, Carl L. Rich,
Rt. 5 Box 688, Murray, Mrs.
Lula J. Farmer, 106 South 14th
St., Murray, Mrs. Pat C.
Norton, CRB 321, New Concord, Mrs. Ella HartBoehm,
Rt. 2, Box 221, Springville,
Tn., Mrs. Helen C. Alexander,
Rt. 2 Box 131, Murray, Jason
D. Little, Rt. 1 Box 284,
Springville, Tn., Miss Dawn
M. Hornsby, Rt. 2 Box 357,
Murray, Mrs. Sadie N.
Waters, 1397 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs. Melissa A.
Smith and Baby Boy,619 Ellis
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Vickie Jo
Bowen and Baby Boy, Rt. 8,
Benton, W. Frank Fennel, Rt.
1, Dexter, Mrs. Wanda J.
Parker, 735 Vine, Murray,
Miss Wendy L. Donelson, Rt.
6, Murray, Mrs. Martha Sue
Rutland, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Nancy J. Rogers, Box 81,
Hazel, Mrs. Sandra., G.
Sturgill,606 S. 4th St., Apt. No.
1, Murray, Robert N. Raney,
Rt. 2, Box 125, Buchanan, Tn.,
Mrs. Debris A. Williams and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Box 117,
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Linda F.
Hendrick and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Joanne Cohoon,
1517 Oxford, Murray, Ronnie
S. Guthrie, 808 N. Htth St.,
Murray, Carl C. Alexander,
Rt. 3, Dexter, James E.
Kimbro (expired), Rt. 4, Box
138, Murray.

Seventh Annual

Antique Show & Sale
March 19th & 20th, Sat.9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 12 Noon - 6 p.m.
Paducah, Kentucky
Civic Center - Bottling at Park Ago.
Boaters Contact: Bill Schroeder, Box 3009 Paducah, Ky. 42001

Fl•

Clean Teens Make
Donation l'o The
Center Here

Your Individual
Horoscope

_ede
l
Akg

attending each PTC meeting
for the year is the first grade
class of Mrs. Jackie Cassity.
In addition, a $5.00 award is
given at each meeting to the
class who has the greater
attendance of parents at that
respective meeting and that
winner was the third grade
class of Mrs. Alice Humphries.
Mrs. Joyce Haley, program
Chairman, reported on the
upcoming programs which
will include at the April
meeting a.. Science Fair
display and Cub Scouts
presenting a short skit and the
election of 77-78 officers.
At the May meeting will be
the installation of officers and

president, for more information. The PTC will
purchase the meat, drinks,
and bread for the evening.
Special bppreciation sad
recognition was given to Dr.
Rose, Mrs. Berrill, and Joe
Dyer, school board Member,
for their continued support of
the North PTC.
The next regular meeting
will be held on April 7.

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

Appreciation Dinner. The
Faculty and Staff Appreciation Dinner will be a
potluck
supper.
The
Homeroom Committee will be
contacting parents for commitments for vegetable
dishes.
anyone
If
is
overlooked, says a PTC
spokesman, they should
contact Mrs. Alexander, PTC
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AMICK
On a French menu anything
identified as
or
a hi porhaume is a dish made
with tomatoes.

116 NORTH 7Th
MAYFIELD
241.5912

The smart and sassy sandal
comfortable to wear and easy on your
budget!

7
)e

Frances Drik,
FOR WE[)NFlltY.MARCfl 16,1977 '
What kind, of day v
...tomorrow be? To find out
the stars say, read the fore
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
evs,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. ZOT di
Some will be pleased,
won't with your decis.•
plans. Be sure to consider
opinions of all before actin
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211
Admonitions for this day '
not be capricious in like- .
dislikes, whether persona. r
business. It will lea0.
discontent, uncertainty
general, poor 'performance
GEMINI
IMay 22 to June 21,
Do not turn from the , -,,ventional: It will take a ;.
doing to get things back
der. Acting wisely, a new pi
npersonal prestige is poss ! •
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23( 030 C_
A day calling for car,
discrImInation. Don't wa- e
time on nonessentials while
neglect more vital matters }
may getgood ideas trim
others
LEO
r '
(July 24 to Aug. 231
einassiteerarlt,,
thY
mou
gsnla
yoyurse
idIfit
depending on others 1,41-;(, d
wish to cooperate. In any evc-.t,
do not force issues.,
VIRGO
„virot
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
While some changes are
taking place, your general
situation is governed by
beneficent stars. Begin helpful
discussions, and stick with any
eamatters which ma!, still
need
LIBRA
r-7;
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 2.3i
If you attempt to gain your
way through unconventional
methods, it could cause discord.
Emphasize reason, logic,
harmony.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) n,tertf"
Your outlook and approach
tremendously important now.

112• /14 --.

Day can be one of highly useful
performance if you concentrate
on immediate needs and forget
past disappointments
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
'sr
Admonitions for this day.
Avoid haste in all things,
especially in making decisions.
Look closely at all situations,
There may be values not seen at
a cursory glance
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 NJ An
Step up activities to meet
competition that is working
overtime. The extra try will be
worth the effort
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19r "*"."...
Streamline wherever it will
accelerate progress, but don't
by-pass those -little- details
which can be SO important An
average day, awaiting YOUR
cliesi;r_sma na genie nt
PISCES
(Feb. 20.toMar 20i
Salute your day with the will
to do'your best even it all circumstances are not to your
liking You may profit more by
wir
, kg
in
own with oers
others than on
your
YOU BORN TODAN' have a
multitude of talents with which
to build a rich, rewarding life.
Intellectually inclined, you
would make an outstanding
writer, educator or scientist.
Politics may appeal to you and,
if so, you could become a lealer
in the fields of statesmanship or
diplomacy. You are a true
humanitarian, filled with
compassion for the helpless and
the underprivileged ,- would
shine as a leader in any institution devoted to the care 'of
the young, the aged or the sick.
In your personal life", this
sympathy for others could let
you Le "taken in,- if not
careful. Try to discriminate
between real need and exploitation of your charitable
impulses. Birthdate of: James
Madison, 4th Pres ,
Jerry Lewis;comedian
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SAVE$100°13
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Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
cannot recover the same percentage of
their losses as the giant corporations
and big producers.
"This bill would give the President
the authority to enter into agreements
with such independent and small
producers to reimburse them for their
losses where their drilling ventures
prove to be unprofitable, by agreeing to
reimburse them an amount of their net
losses resulting from such unprofitable
drilling as- the big-producers recapture
through reduced income taxes...
"In other words, this provision would
simply place in the hands of the
President an additional tool to Meet the
present shortage of natural gas,
whether that shortage is real or contrived, but the decision of whether or
not he needs to offer this incentive to
encourage the expansion of drilling for
more gas to meet the future needs of the
Nation will be left entirely to the
President — to use or not to use as he
sees fit..."
-+ 4CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Most wildcat and independent
drillers are financed by doctors, dentists, lawyers, politicans and others
with risk capital. It's questionable
whether taxpayers should be forced to
share the losses without reaping
specific benefits.

Business Mirror

A Conservative Line

tBible Thought
We have redemption through his
blood, even the.forgiveness of sins.
Colossians 1:14.
to oh
If there 1,, any other
in redemption t rom C,od. then it
uniust of (;ocl to allow Yie. Son
to die'

Isn't It
The Truth
- It is getting so that any politician who
has invested for a comfortable old age
would be wise indeed to think about not
Should—he osn
taking public office.,
factory, fdr
mattress
a
in
stock
• example, investigators may find that
there is a conflict of interest whenever
he falls asleep on the job.
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The Editor's
Notebook

Razing Of Old MSU Heating
Plant Signals An Era's End

FROM THE

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (API — It may be the
natural venting of frustration, or
renewed hope, or it might be the result
of canned speeches by business groups,
but a certain line of thinking is
becoming more visible.
It goes like this: We are a nation of
economic illiterates who aresailing our
system down the drain and not even
realizing we are doing so. We are
soiling our own nests, undermining our
own futures, squandering our own
fortunes.
The primary object of this ire is
government spending for projects that
might not produce any social good,
might not result in any noticeadle
improvement in economic conditions
and might, quite likely will, impinge on
the freedom of private enterprise.
Scorned most in this script are
congressmen who attempt to win votes
by spending public funds. Only slightly
less disdained are those elected leaders
who, through ignorance, are unaware
of the consequences of budget deficits.
Often blamed as the source of
economic illiteracy are high school and
college teachers, and the school
systems themselves.
Held before the public as the awful
penalty for these abuses is Britain, or
as is sometimes suggested, the
economic corpse of that nation,
swinging from a gallows run by
socialists.
With variations in style, we are
always cautioned in the script that time
is short and that fate doesn't always
provide a second chance. With the fire
of a fundamentalist, we are warned to
change before it is too late.
The specifics are that we are
-job-creating
the
destroying
mechanism, transferring power to a
burdensome government, stifling the
creative and innovative process, and
removing the controls that free
markets impose.
We are told that government interference in the marketplace has led to
the natural gas shortage, to a reversal
of incentives that makes for disinvestment, and to a loss of personal
responsibility.
Proponents of the line of thinking

OPINION PAGE

Garrott's Galley

"LOW Down,'

Dry Hole Risks To Be
Shared By Taxpayers?
SENATOR JAMES B. ALLEN (Ala.)
....The bill H.R. 3317) would grant the
President authority to encourage and
provide financial incentives to natural
gas companies and others, to speed up
and greatly expand their exploration
and drilling for more natural gas, by
providing that the Government will
share the risk of the cost of drilling by
agreeing to reimburse-- not50 per cent -- but up to and not exceed 50 per cent
of the net losses suffered by certain
producers where such drilling results in
a dry hole, where no natural gas, oil, or
other valuable minerals are found...
"In this connection, I should point out
that the giant oil and gas companies
and other big producers, whose profits
are taxed at 48 per cent plus, are
already recovering from the Government a minimum of 48 per cent of their
costs and net losses as a result of their
Aploration and drilling which may end
up dry holes. They do this by simply
charging this off as a loss and expense
on their income tax returns, thereby'
reducing their Federal income taxes by
_
atleast 48 per centalready..
On the other hand, there are many
independent and small producers, and
even wildcat drillers, who fall in a
much lower income bracket, and who
have limited capital to invest, who

I ilitorials end rionionated article, on this page are prevented lir
pir purpose of pros iding a forum for the free exchange of differifik
lior.lorp. Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
ks are riwourakrd
.1i
editor. of the. nr.spaprr ,trongl behese that to linot
pd.,o(ateil arto les to only thov• sshich parrallel the editorial
s.phiit this rievspaper vould be a daayen ice to our readers
stand or
rvader.
not agree with anrditonal
t.o
tr, r...ror o.
44ora. to respond
otca,presented ti. an okirvoloal ante?
bell* tii,t-uNsett
I. I r teciirw,,mtlw partit ular

maintain that the smothering of the jobcreating machinery creates an op,
portunity for government to jump into
the breach in an attempt to "rescue"
people from its own disaster.
Jobs, we are told, take captive investments. Money must be saved by
people and institutions and corporations interested in making a better
future, and that capital then must be
invested in better plants, more efficient
equipment.
A bigger production plant permits
greater output and a greater number of
jobs. An efficient plant brings down the
cost of production, permitting everyone
to benefit from a less inflated environment.
Whatever the reasons, we are seeing
and hearing more of this thinking
today, and there's a good chance it is
attracting a larger audience than it
might have won several years ago.
Why? Perhaps people have seen the
consequences of spending money that
doesn't exist, of social programs that
fail to produce social good, of a
government that seeks and fails to
• produce economic miracles.
This is the conservative line. It is an
old, old line that is being given a
vigorous tug these days, and it could be
hauling in believers if it isn't too frayed
by friction, past and present.

Funny
Funny World
St. Louis — "Miss Wash," who has
cleaned behind the ears of thousands of
school-children in the last quarter
century, retires her wash towels next
month and ends an era of mandated
cleanliness in St. Louis elementary
schools. As shower attendant at
School,
Elementary
Lafayette
Florence Walsh — as "Miss Wash" is
known outside her shower stalls —
sometimes provides the only weekly
encounter with soap and hot running
water for many of the children from
poor families. "I'm more like a referee
around here," she said while herding a
dozen second-grade boys from the
changing rooms into the stalls. "I see
that they're clean. They like it and
that's a good feeling to know." Mrs.
Walsh's retirement April 10 at age 70
will signal the end of the city's mandatory shower program for youngsters
in grades 1-8. When the program began
at .tpe tint Of the century, plumbing
was -a luxury not affordable for the
many'immigrants who poured into the
tenements and row houses surrounding
downtown St. Louis. Shower stalls were
built into five of the elementary schools
constructed in the early 1900s in poorer
arears close to the river, among them
Lafayette School. Since then, -unless
children had a written excuse from
their parents, they were required to
shower once a week. Mrs. Walsh first
served as shower attendant at the old
Clinton School, against her doctor's
wishes "He told me the dampness
would give me rheumatism -- and I
think he was right," she said. ( PostDispatch)

By M.C. Garrott
The tearing down of the old heating
plant at Murray State University to
make way for a modern, computerized
electric-gas-and-fuel-oil one signals the
end of another era on the campus.
. The black smoke and cinder ash
which poured frOm its stacks and rolled
across the campus and the community
had become too much for the environmentalists, and it is being
replaced with the new plant.
When I attended Murray State.,a job
in the heating plant was one of the most
sought-after student employment
positions on the campus,although these
jobs geneFilTiliVentlii- the big strong
football players.
They didn't give any. _outright
scholarships in those days to play
football. They gave jobs, and the
fellows worked at them. I knew many of
the fellows who worked down there, and
even had a roommate at one time who
had to get up at 4 a. m. and go fire the
boilers so it would be warm in Wells
Hall and the men's dorm (Ordway.
Hall) when everybody got up. There
were times when he barely made it in
in time to get to work.
The other day. knowing they were
about to .tear the old plant down,I went
down there for one last look around. W.
1-4.--/-Teth-44rttteherr-141e foreman, took
inc inside where the demOlitIon cress
was tearing out all the boilers and
salvaging its maze of steam pipes and
valves.
Scratched deep on the concrete walls
of the old plant were the names of many
of the students who 'had worked
there. Some of them were among
Murray State's greatest athletes.
Defying obliteration from time and
paint were the names of Jim Toadie
Tolson, Lewis Applegate, - Sammy
Goodman. Carl Craddock, Dorse
O'Dell, Bennie Cook and James Juett.
There were many others, I know,
under the grime and in darkened areas,
but these stood out plainly in prominent
places.
Tolson, a Thoroughbred football star
in the 1930s, is a retired game warden at
Elkton. Applegate, who was here last
fall for Thanksgiving, was "the body
beautiful" of our day, and lives now in
New Jersey. Goodman is a recently-retired educator at Paris, Tenn. O'Dell
is _a prominent West Kentucky cattleman living at Sharpe in Marshall
CountKA..ittle is known of the others
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, Murray
State's vice-president for administration and finance, fired the
furnaces-as a student in 1942. Working
with him were three football players —
Leo Hutt, Jack Thompson and Ray
Moore.
Hutt, ttfe outstanding senior boy the
year he graduated, is a math teacher in•
,a Chicago school today. Thompson is an
engineer with the Atomic Energy
Commission at Oak Ridge, Tenn.', and
Moore lives ••soniewhere in Florida."
While I was searching out all these
name carvings. Mr. Crutcher went to a
place near the front door and pointed to
one on the wall. It read, -Crutcher 1116-53."
"That's the day I came to work
here," he said. One of the first things he
had done was to chisel his name and the
date on the wall. He's glad now he did.
At the time, he recalls, B. J. Hoffman
was superintendent of buildings and
grounds. Glycus Stone was the heating
plant foreman, and Louie Dunn,
Marshall Fuqua and he rounded out the

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. Sen. Waiter "Dee"' Nvddleston(0)
3327 Dirlisen Budding
Washington, D. C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Weneleil 14 ford (D)
4121 Dirkson Budding
Washington, D. C. 20510
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr. 01
423 Canon Mouse Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representavves
may be reached by telephone by dol,na
202 224312) where o U S CaprIor
ortrator will connect you will rhe
fro& of your charre

State Level
Slate Sen. Richard Witisenberger ID)
Style Capitol Building
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
or
Route 7, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Sfate Rep. Kenaetto C. lines(C)
jtate Capitol Budding
—traiskfort, Ky. 40601
•
or
201 S. 3rd St.. Merrily, Ky 47071
State Rep. Lloyd C. alp,ID)
State Capitol Building
frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
P. 0. Box 15, Wing*, Ky. 42011

crew. Working with, him today are
Flouter Futrell, Wildie Hillman, Jerry
,Maynard and James H. Marsh.
A native of Stewart...County, Tenn.,
Mr. CruXolter has been around steam"
iiiost of his life. As a I4-year-old boy, he
fired the broiler which generated the
steam which drove his grandfather's
sawmill near Model,Tenn.
Moving to Detroit as a young man, he
worked in a machine shop at the Ford
Motor Company until. 1947 when he
returned to this area and settled in
Calloway( County. The following year,
he went to work at Murray State in the
heating plant, and in 1965 was made its
ToT-eman.
Other than a few cinders in eyes, an
occasional mashed finger and some
minor burns, there has never been a
serious accident at the plant.
Laughingly, he recalled one time when
he was called in the middle of the night.
The inan on duty had done what he
repeatedly had been warned not to do —
stick a coal scoop beneath the elevator
bucktts while the leg was operating.
It jerked that shovel out of his hands
and carried it up the leg," he said,
"tearing out two or three of the buckets
in the process. We had to work most of
the night getting that shovel out of there
and repairing the leg so ir would
operate."
++
"WeVe been awfully lucky, though,"
lie said as he learned back against a
stack of huge, new steam pipes destined
for the new plant and watched a
bulldozer smash into one side of his old
friend.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 15, the 74th
day of 1977. There are 291 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
—
On this date in 44 B.C., the Roman
Emperor. Julius Caesar, was
assassinated in the senate building in
Rome.
On this date: _
In 1603, the French navigator and
explorer, Samuel de Champlain, sailed
for the New World.
In 1767, the 7th American president,
Andrew Jackson, was born.
In 1820, Maine entered the Union- as
the 23rd state.
In 1916, an American force under
General John Pershing was ordered
into
Mexico to capture the
revolutionary Mexican leader. Pancho
Villa.
In. 1943, during the Pacific War,
Japanese planes raided the Australian
city of Darwin.
In 1975, the Greek shipping magnate
and husband of the former Jacqueline
Kennedy, Arieotle Onassis, died in
Paris at age 69.
Ten year ago: Henry Cabot Lodge
resigned as the American ambassador
to South Vietnam, and President
I.yndon B. Johnson named Ellsworth
Bunker to succeed him.
Five years ago: Hope for survivors
was abandoned in the crash of a Danish
airliner with 112 people aboard on a
mountain near the Persian gulf. .
One year ago: Former Governor
William Scranton of Perat.sylvania was
sworn in as the United,,, States
Ambassador to the United kations,
succeeding Daniel P. Moynihan.
Today's birthdays: Singer Eddy
Arnold is 59. Actor George Brent is 73.
Thought for today: Nothing is more
unjust or capricious than public
3pinion. — William Hazlitt, English
essayist, 1778-1830,

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The teacher of writing —
We're turning today's column over to
considered the "steptraditionally
guest writers whose viewpoints were
child" of the college English departpublished in other newspapers. The
ment — is gaining a new respectability
first comes from the San Francisco
on many campuses...Many faculty
Examiner and says:
members report that enrollments in
The Federal Energy Administration
writing courses are "skyrocketing"
greeted President Carter with the
and that more and more students seem
dismal prediction that residential fuel
to realize their need for training in
costs would double by 1985.
writing and other communication
Meanwhile, development of different
Because of this upsurge of inand
skills..
oil
replace
to
sourdes of energy,
terest in writing among students and
unpopular nuclear power, is gaining
the public ill 4rge,many colleges and
momentum too slow._10_ bale_ WI apuniversities are organizing writing
preciable effect on fuel supplies for the
programs or adding new courses.
rest of this century. The problem is
Much of this, unfortunately, is
cost.
remedial stuff — time spent to undo the
Solar energy has been developed far
damage of years when pictures and
beyond other alternative sources, such
sounds were the primary form of
as wind power and various uses of
communications, when tens of
oceans — tides, waves and water
thousands of pupil went all the way
temperature differentials,
from elementary grades through high
aut solar energy, installed in
school and emerged barely literate.
thousands of American homes and
Funny how, as someone has said,
buildings, has not yet proved cheaper
there's never time to do it right at first,
than electricity generated by fossil or
but always time to do it over.
nuclear fuels or hydroelectric plants.
Solar energy's big drawback is the
high cost of installation. The Energy
Development
and
Research
Administration reports that a solar
system for a single family home of
three bedrooms costs between $6,000
and $12,000, as against a gas, oil or
Bids have been received for the
electrical heating system at $1,000. A
grading, draining, and surfacing of the
further item that can run up costs in
Connector Road between Kentucky
new construction is the requirement for
Highway 121 and U. S. Highway 641,
thorough insulation and walls, doors
according to a release from the Kenand windows that don't leak air.
Experts say a properly designed solar-'..- tucky Highway Department.
Clarence L. Bramley, son of Mr. and
house can add considerably to building
Mrs. James L. Bramley, was promoted
costs.
to Army Private Pay Grade E-2 upon
However, solar energy offers adcompletion of basic combat training at
vantages in increased comfort and
Fort Knox on March 1.
lower utility bills. In time, then, solar
Murray students pledging sororities
heating will become competitive.
With this in mind, we would urge
at Murray State include: Shirley
Cochran, Vicki Ellis, and Mary Keys
President Carter and Congress to inRussell, Alpha Gamma Delta; Carol
crease sharply government support for
Taylor, Alpha Sigma Alpha; Carol
research into solar heating and cooling.
0+0
Chester, Debbrah Dibble, and Lanette
Underwood,Sigma Sigma Sigma.
The second, from the Roanoke, Va.,
Harry Patterson, Ed West, Arlo
Times says:
Sprunger, Jr., James Wilkins, and
For nearly 30 years, American
schoolchildren have walked in from
Steve Nance are Murray students
pledging Sigma Chi fraternity at
school and promptly prostrated
Murray State.
themselves before a box with a recShowing at the Capri Theatre is the
tangular screen. Daily, hours have
been spent in quiet contemplation of
Walt Disney -production, "Follow Me
Boys" starring Fred MacMurray and
this deity, with attendant loss of interest in many other activities, inVera Miles.
cluding the ability to read and write.
Recent developments, however,
suggest that the generations that grew
up in front of a picture tube have
discovered the god has feet 'of clay.
Prentice Overby, Overby Truck Line,
College teachers report an upsurge of
Murray, was granted - temporary
interest in the written wood. A recent
authority to operate a motor freight line
issue of The Chronicle "Of"-• Higher
between Murray and Fulton by the
Education says:
I.
Department of Motor Transportation.

[1,0021Z1G
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The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon exc4
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky.,42071.
Second- Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
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and Puryear, Tenn.,$17.50 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $32.50
per year.
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Master Sgt. Ted Rowell has assumed
new duties as liaison non-commissioned
officer for the 9563rd Air Reserve
Squadron which has units in Murray.
Owensboro, Henderson, Hopkinsville,
and Paducah.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
and the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club are working
together on a year -beautification
contest for the city of Murray. Awards
will be given each month for the best
shrubs,trees, and flowers.
Births reported include a girl, Lisa
Jean, to Me and Mrs. Ralph Wade
Morris on March 3, and a girl, Carolyn
Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Steytler
on March 6.
The students of the Sigma Kindergarten, Mrs. Josiah Darnall and
Mrs. Donnie Foust,teachers, presented
the program at the meeting of the
Sigma Department of the Murray'
Woman's Club.

1 Let's 'Stay Well

Menstruation And Body Weight
By F .1l, Blasingame. M.D
Q: Mrs. C.L. is concerned (especially fat) and the
regularity of menstruation.
because her 16-year-old
In view of the fact that your
daughter, who had menstruated
daughter's periodS were regular
regularly for two years. stopped
menstruating following a senous prior to her acute illness, she
probably will resume menstruatillness. dunng which she lost a
great deal. of weight. Although ing when she gains some weight
Rather than forcing a rapid
she has recovered, she still is
gain, allow her weight to return
very thin and has not resumed
to normal by feeding her a wellmenstruating.
balanced diet. %Then her weight
In spite of reassurance from
their family physician. who ex- approaches normal, her
menstruation probably will
whined her daughter and found
become re-established on a
nothing organically wrong, Mrs
C.L. thinks something may be regular basis. Follow your physiwrong 'With her daughter's cian's advice
female organs. She asks if addiTeenager and Family Tentional treatment is needed to
sions
start her daughter menstruating.
• A: The weight Icss that your
Q: Ms LB , in her late teens.
daughter has experienced could tiornplams about being irritable
account for the cessation of ner' with her family, with whom she
menstruation. A definite rela- lives. The trouble is worse when
tionship exists between weight she comes home from :schoril

Your problems d not appear
frustrated and tense and 'takes
to justify. medication. Many ailit out on them" by yelling.fuming
ments can be relieved without and being stubborn.
pills, arid yours, I believe, fall in
She wants to know if there is
this category.
any medicine available that
A frank discusaon with your
might help control her outbursts.
family about your problems
A: I am not concirned about
could relieve some of these tenyou and these outbutts because
sions. "An honest confemion is
of your openness and honesty
good for the soul.- an old provabout them. Such insight is a faerb reminds in
vorable sign and means that you
In the meantime, search
probably can control these frusaround in your thoughts about
your life situation and see if you
trations. Remember that it is not
unusual for one of your ige to
can identify,. any irritating fachave such tensions and to let
tors, such as a competitive classthem off rather explosively.
mate or a bit of jealousy on your
Physical exercise after school.
part. Identifying the trouble also
to the point of mild fatigue. is an
gives you additional insight that
effective way to rid yourself of
can 4e helpful in lessening your
such nt-up tensions and frus.
reaction to these Irr.14;11,
calming your tensions and Inn-' trations. Even a fast walk -- a
mile .or two -- would be
trations.
I wlet
beneficial t
Ire
1977 Omni 94.999.• SV9k919
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Escalating medical and car major settlements must also
repair costs are contributing be accounted for, the comto widespread cancellations of missioner explained.
auto insurance policies, acMcGuffey said the amount
cording to Kentucky In- l of lir.plus underwriters are
surance Commissioner Harold required to maintain is also
Say-Rite's $
McGuffey.
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"Statistics show that if a car is causing the ratio to increase
only damaged 25 per cent;'in accordingly.
many cases the cost of
The commissioner said
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cancellations are using the
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0
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driving condition and using
0
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available safety devices such
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APPLIANCES
-The completion of a
driver's training course by
younger drivers.
-Protecting a car against
theft by locking doors, keeping
windows tightly closed and
removing the keys.
McGuffey said estimates
project more than one million
car thefts across the country one every 32 seconds. And, he
5 oz.
said, one out of five cars stolen
9140.
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Holmes Bulldogs Very
Similar To Murray High
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If:
—Doug Schloemer doesn't
go wilcband decide to become
another King Kelly Coleman.
—Murray High can keep its
cool and not become awed by
the fact they will be playing in
the State Tournament.
• —Murray High can simply
play it as another game and
not succumb to pressure.
Then: Milr•ay High could
we*-he -a- wirmer -Wednesdaynight in their first game of the
State Tournament.
The Tigers, who will carry a
21-3 record into their 9 p.m.
E.S.T. game with Covington
---Frolines, can win the gaine.
Basically, there is little difference between the Holmes
Bulldogs and Murray High.
Both clubs like to run, both
clubs like to press and both
clubs are rather small, by
State Tournament standards
at least.
Holmes has been bothered

KING
EDWARD
Invincible Deluxe

with problems all season.
Toward the end of the
season, Coach
regular
Reynolds Flynn suspended
one of his Black players. The
situation exploded and several
other Blacks quit the team for
a game.
But apparently, in District
the
play,
Tournament
problem was ironed out and
the team was back together.
Holmes is 23-6, having won
their last eight games. They
are.led by-6.4 iiinior All-Stater
Doug Schloemer.
Schloemer, who is labeled
as a "junk player" by the
Kentucky Post, went out to
prove he wasn't that in the
'Regional finals this past
weekend. He responded with
11 of 14 shooting from the field
and his dunk in the final
seconds carried Holmes to a
77-76 win over Newport Public
in the finals of the Regional
Tournament.
The other forward is 6-1
senior Eddie Ross while at
center will be 6-3 senior Ron
Meyer. At guards will be 6-0
junior Mark Moeves along
with 5-10 senior James Avery
who will alternate with 6-2
senior James Humphrey.
Schloemer has averaged
24.1 points per game this
season and 13 rebounds. The
185-pounder has hit at a .576
clip from the field this season.
Another similarity between
Murray and Holmes is the fact
both clubs played at Freedom
Hall last year. Holmes played
one game in the State Tournament and was eliminated by

This announcement ,5 nether an offer to sea nor a sobc,tation of an offer lo
buy at*, of the5e saturrnes The oatering is made only by the Ptospectus

Lexington Henry Clay.
played
High
Murray
Christian County in a regular
season game in Freedom Hall.
"Certainly, I think playing
up there last year will be an
advantage to us," Tiger coach
Cary Miller said.
"I don't think our kids will
be in awe of the place. We're'
just going up there with the
attitude that if someone is
going to knock us out, then
they will have to beat us.
We're_xery Aptirniqic _about,
the game."
The major problem for
Holmes this season, besides
the racial incident, has been
rebounding. Scholemer has
had his name written on the
boards all season. But after
that, the Bulldogs are not
awesome by any means. Like
Murray, Holmes has good
depth.
Holmes will probably start
out in a man-to-maw defense
and will likely play a 2-3 zone
during the game.
Holmes can be hurt by the
Murray High press. Their
guards are not that experienced. Murray's guards
are.
There is probably no better
defensive player in the First
Region than 5-11 Murray High
guard Bill McHugh. And along
with runningmate Raymond
Sims, they give Murray High
the best 1-2 punch at guards in
the First Region.
McHugh can score, Sims
can score.
The Tigers will start 6-2
junior Frank Gilliam at
center. Gilliam could present
problems for Schloemer. Both
are physical players and
Gilliam is only about two
inches shorter. And it was
Gilliam who last Saturday

You can
invest $5,000
and get back
$13,101.73
in ten years.*

For Your

Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business

CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Ser ,es A

Available in denominations of $100 or more.
'If annual interest rate at 93,40e IS left to compound
-qta-rierly and is paid at maturity only A ratable portion of
the interest to be paid at maturity is taxable anmally by
the Internal Revenue Service in each year up to and
including maturity

• You may also choose to have .interest mailed to you
monthly (on notes of $5.000 or more) or quarterly

lit,nterest is paid

quarterly Or

10 years
5 years
2 years

MOOthly )

9.75%
8.75%
7.75%

GET THE SHIELD

Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

MILWAUKEE (API — The
surveillance that annoys
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar off the
court took on another shape
Monday night as the pesky
Milwaukee Bucks shadowed
the I,os Angeles Lakers'star.
With center Swen Nater
outrebounding Abdul-Jabbar
13-11, the Bucks hounded the
Lakers into missed oppportunities and emerged with
a 110-106 National Basketball
Association victory.
"Tonight we just had
trouble, period," , AbdulJabbar said, denying he was
being 'distracted 'by the
security forces assigned to
guard him.
"It's more of a bother than
something to worry about," he
said. "It is something the
league requested for a couple
of days. I didn't ask for it, and
the Lakers didn't ask for it.
It's not something I think
about."
Extra police were on hand
for the game, the only one on
the NBA's schedule Monday
night.

Nater, finishing with 14
points, scored 10 in pacing
Milwaukee to a 29-25 lead at
the end of the first period. The
Bucks led 56-52 at halftime,
then opened a 16-point lead
late in the third period.
_

lit.nterest la compounded quarterly and
paid at maturity Only I

10.11%
9.04%
7.98°4

Nater Keys Bucks'
Win Over Lakers

The NBA has said there
have been threats against
Abdul-Jabbar, a member of
the Hanafi Moslem sect,
members of which held about
100 hostages last week in three
buildings in Washington, D.C.

Effective Annual Interest Rate'

Maturity

night against Paducah Tilghman, drew three fouls in the
first half on Richard
Abraham, Tilgtunan's
235-pound center.
At forwards will be 5-11
leaper Lindsey Hudspeth and
5-11 sharpshooter Brett
Harcourt. Hudspeth, who
would perhaps be another
Darrell Griffith if he were 6-3,
does not jump. Instead,
there's a little invisible man
who stands wider the basket
an Hudspeth springs off the
little man's shoulders every
time he goes up for a rebound.
Harcourt carried Murray
High in the Regional. Playing
with more confidence than he
has all season, IlarLouit was
the only player in the Regional
to be chosen unanimously for
the All-Tournament Team.
The first man off the bench
will be 6-4 senior Andrea
Perry who can play in the
park any day of the week with

.
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Citrus League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Monday's Results
Cincinnati ( N 5, Kansas City
iA 0
Pittsburgh (NI 11, Philadelphia (NI 0
Toronto i Al 3, Montreal IN)
2
New York IA) 4, Texas SS
(Ai 3, 10 innings
St. Louis iN) 3, Detroit (A) 0
New York (NI S. Los Angeles
Ni 3
Boston Al( 8, Chicago Al( 7
California (A) 3, San Francisco (N) 2
Milwaukee (A) 2, Oakland
Al 0
Seattle (A) 10, Chicago (N) 5
Texas SS IA) 3, Atlanta SS
NI 0
Cleveland (AI 12, San Diego
(N) 6,
Minnesota (A) 8, Atlanta SS
Ni 3
Tuesday, March 15s
New York Ni(
vs. Pittsburgh
iNi at Bradenton, Fla.
vs.
(A)
Philadelphia
Detroit
(N) at Clearwater, Fla.
split squad,
Cincinnati Ni,(
vs. Montreal IN) at Daytona
Beach,Fla.
Cincinnati (N). split squad,
at Dunedin,
vs. Toronto Al(
Fla,
Minnesota At vs, New York
(A) at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
(n)
Boston (AI vs. Baltimore
(Al. split squad, at Miami, (n)
Baltimore (A). split squad,
at Pompano
Al(
vs. Texas
Beach, Fla.
St. Louis
Los Angeles (N)
(N) at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Kansas City (A) vs. Chicago
'Al at Sarasota, Fla., 2
Houston i NI vs. Atlanta IN)
at West Palm Beach, Fla.
Cleveland (A) vs. Oakland
(A) at Mesa, Ariz.
California (A) vs. Chicago
(N at Scottsdale, Ariz.
San Diego (N) vs. Milwaukee
IA) at Sun City, Ariz.
San Francisco (N) vs. Seattle
(A) at Tempe, Ariz.
Wednesday, March II
Atlanta (N) vs. Houston ( N
at Cocoa, Fla.
Philadelphia (N) vs'Montreal
at Daytona Beach, Fla.
Ni(
Kansas City IA) vs. Toronto
Al at Dunedin, Fla.
Pittsburgh (N) vs. Detroit
'Al at Lakeland, Fla.
Minnesota A) vs. Baltimore
v A) at Miami, (n)
Chicago (A) vs. St. Louis IN)

at St. Petersburg. Fla.

In %1 t, rra y:

\O. Shopping Center
Ross Wilder. ••;iiite 2 Phone ,1.5.1-5573

Schloemer. In fact, Perry will
probably enjoy the challenge.
Perry is not bothered by
pressure. He plays with a
nonchalant ease and yet, can
still explode both offensively
and on the boards.
And the real fun comes
when Perry explodes on the
offensive boards.
If any of the guards should
get in foul trouble, 5-11 senior
Richie Richardson will be the
first man up off the bench.
hardson, an,_ outstanding
shooter with plenty of experience, is part of what
Miller has labeled this season
as his "seven-man starting
five."
How tough is Holmes?
Who knows. Two of their
losses have been to Ashland.
But, both games were at
Ashland. The last time
the
Ashland
crunched
Bulldogs 77-54.
Ashland is in the upper
bracket along with Murray
and Holmes but would have to
win their first round game
(which they should) then
defeat Shelby County in the
quarterfinals before Murray
High would have to worry
about playing them.
And of course, Murray
would have to win its first two
games, which
quite
possible.
"We're just going to go up
there and play the same kind
of ball we've' played all year.
We're not going to try and stop
Schloemer. We're just going to
do the things we do best and
hope we can keep everyone
else contained," Miller said.
"Our kids are in a great
frame of mind. If we can
control the tempo of the game,
play our defense and rebound,
we'll be okay."
Miller said since Saturday's
Regional" Tournament win,
he's received about 500 phone
calls. Should he win Wednesday night, Ma Bell may be
pulling out her hair.

516 Main Street

Murray, Ky.

New York (NI vs. Cincinnati
NI at Tampa, Fla.
Seattle (A) vs. Oakland IA)
at Mesa, Ariz.
San Diego asl) vs. San Franisco (N) at Phoenix
California (A) vs. Milwaukee
Al at Sun City, Ariz.
Chicago (N) vs. Cleveland
A) at Tucson, Ariz.

Boston (A) vs. New York (A)
at

Fort Lauderdale. Fla., (n)

A BIRD, A PLANE OR SPUTT—It isn't s bird,• piano or no, it's not Andrea "Sput" Perry
dunking one. Instead, it's a Tiger who is slam-dunking the ball. The Tiger was made by Ginger
Gilliam, a University of Kentucky student, whose brother, Fronk, is a starter for the State Tournament-bound Murray Nigh Tigers.
(sten Pa.t. b. ma.liromion

Birdsong Carries Houston To
NIT Win Over Illinois State
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Virginia Tech 79-72. The
AP Sports Writer
remaining semifinalists will
NEW YORK 1AP) — It was be decided tonight when
the right time, the right place Villanova meets Massaand the right player for the chusetts and Oregos plays St.
Houston Cougars.
Bonaventure.
"With about 12 -seconds to 'Before Birdsong scored the
go, I turned to- my assistant winning basket, Illinois State
coach and told him Otis would had made it a breath-taking
win it for us," said Houston contest in the second half.
Coach Guy Lewis, talking Trailing by 14 points at inabout Otis Birdsong, the termission, the Redbirds
Cougars' shooting star who rallied behind brawny Jeff
averages 30 points per game. Wilkins and finally caught up
Lewis did not have to wait 'with Houston on Ron Jones'
long to see his prophecy come two free throws with one
true. Six seconds later, Bir- second left in regulation time.
dsong stole a pass, raced
That tied the score 81-81 and
dovmcourt and put in a jump set up a pulsating overtime
shot, giving the Cougars a 91- period during which the teams
90 overtime victory over never were more than four
Illinois State in the quarter- points apart. Joe Galvin's
finals of the National field goal with 15 seconds left
Invitation
Tournament provided Illinois State with a
Monday night.
90-89 edge before Birdsong
The _victory advanced scored his game-winner. His
Houston to Thursday night's 30 points matched hisseason's
senlifinals against Alabama, average.
_, •
Which earlier Monday beat
Birdsong was not the only

0
0
.
0
4
9
0

Houston hero. Cecile Rose
scored 26 points for the
Cougars, including eight of
their 10 in overtime.
Wilkins wound up with 28
points for the Redbirds before
fouling out with three minutes
left in regulationtime.
The Alabama-Virginia Tech
game was almost as exciting.
The Crimson Tide, which had
beaten the Gobblers by 30
points earlier in the season,
had a more difficult time
putting them away this time.
In fact, Alabama trailed by 10
points at one juncture and was
losing 45-40 at intermission.
But then Reggie King
triggered a 17-3 burst midway
through the second half,
starting the Crimson Tide to
victory.
"They were more physical
than the first time we played
them," Alabama's Anthony
Murray said of Virginia Tech.
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San Francisco Drops To
Eighth Place In Ratings
By DAVE KAYE
AP Sports Writer
- Fame is fleeting.
Two weeks ago, the
University of San Francisco
was coasting along with a 29-0
record. Then along came
Notre Dame and the Irish
ended the Dons'skein, beating
them 93-82. The loss dropped
San Francisco from No. 1 in
The Associated Press Top
Twenty to No. 3 after the Dons
had held the top position most
of the season.
Last week, San Francisco
went up against the Runnin'
—
Rebels of _Nevada-Las Vegas
HONOR FROM THE COUNTY—Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller reads a proclamation in
and lost again, 121-95, in The
opening round of the NCAA
honor of the Tigers cd a student assembly and pep rally this morning at Murray High. From left to
tournament, and plummeted
right are Coach Cary Miller, county magistrate Ralph Bogard, county magistrate Charles Dan
to eigritli iii the final poll ofiffe
BonelkAorge Maler, county treasurer Sie—Otttleindounty clef* Morin Norris.
season.
Michigan,. 25-3, finished No.
1 with 893 points, garnering 28
first-place votes in national
balloting by a panirOf 40
sportswriters and broadcasters. The Wolverines beat
Holy Cross 92-81 in the first
By ALEX SACHARE
pitcher Will McEnaney fielded Grubb, Boog Powell and round of the NCAA touredging
. AP Sports Writer
after
Jim Mason's bunt and threw Buddy Bell highlighted a 22-hit nament
Toronto beat Montrear3-2 to second too late to get attack as the Cleveland Marquette 69-68 in their
Monday ... but the sport was Staggs.
Indians whipped the San regular-season finale.
baseball, not hockey.
UCLA, 24-4, beat-Louisville
John Scott grounded to third Diego Padres 12-6.
".It seems like we won the baseman Pete Mackanin, who
The
Cincinnati
Reds 87-79 in the NCAA tourney and
Stanley Cup, doesn't it?" tagged Staggs and threw to blanked the Kansas City held its No. 2 ranking with 836
asked Lloyd Allen in the first for a double play. But Royals 5-0 behind first-inning points-, receiving eight firstjubilant Toronto lockerroom veteran Ron Fairly, a former homers by Dave Concepcion place votes. Kentucky, 25-3.
after the Blue Jays edged the Expos player,slapped a single and Dan Driessen. After the was one of the big climbers in
Expos • in the first meeting to center, driving in Mason game, the Reds announced this week's poll, vaulting from
between Canada's two major .with the winning run.
that Concepcion had signed a - sixth to No. 3 with 775 points
league baseball teams. "We
Allen blanked the Expos on five-year contract, two years and seven first-place votes
gave it just that little extra bit two hits over the last three longer than any contract ever after routing Princeton 72-58.
today."
innings in gaining the victory. given out by the team.
Nevada-Las Vegas, 26-2,
The expansion Blue Jays He struck out four.
Rookie Dennis Sherrill beat San Francisco and rose
are in the American League
singled home the winning run one place to fourth with
and the Expos are in the In other games:
in the llth inning as the New 743 points and five No. 1 votes.
National; so the two clubs will The Seattle Mariners, the York Yankees edged the North Carolina's Tar Heels,
not meet in regular season other American League ex- Texas Rangers 4-3.
25-4, beat Purdue 69-66 but fell
play. That added extra ex- pansion team, whipped the
Dave --Kingman's first- from fourth to No. 5 with 638
Cubs
10-5
as
Dave
-Chicago
citement
to
MondaFt
inning'homer started the New
Collins Rupert Jones and -Lee York Mets to a 5-3 victory over points and one first-place vote.
extion matchup.
Syracuse's Orangemen..26The Expos twice took one- Stanton homered, keying a the Los Angeles Dodgers.
3, upset Tennessee 93-88 in
inning.
'
nine-run
first
run leads on unearned runs,
Dave Chalk's three hits led overtime in the NCAA and
Jerry Reuss and five
but Toronto came back and
California Angels past the leaped from 10th to No.6.
the
limited
Philadelphia
relievers
tied the score in the second
_ ._._,Ma_rquette, 21-7, in addition
-Sao-FraaciscoGiants.&2.
_
-pitching
theto
one
-hit
and Seventh innings, Then
Lerrin to losing to Niehikan, boat
Forsch,
Bob
pushed across the winning run Pittsburgh Pirates to an 11-0
and
Tom Cincinnati 66-61 in the, NCAA
LaGrow,
Ike
Sutton
Phil&
Al
over
the
victory
in the eighth.
and jumped from 16th to
Steve Staggs beat out a bunt Oliver, Willie Stargell, Omar Walker combined on a seven- seventh..
Detroit
shutout
as
the
Dave
Parker
hit
Moreno
and
to. open the eighth The Blue
After San Francisco. 22-2,
-Tigers stopped the St.-Louis
-Jays tOrriinners'on firat and. hemerettfortnePirates.
came Wake Forest,'23-6.
Cardinals
3-0.
Johnny
Home
runs
by
second when Montreal relief

Toronto Beats Montreal 3-2
But It Wasn't Hockey Game

2.11cha
3.KenturkV
4.Nev-1.V
5.N Carolina 11
6.Syracuse
7.Marquette
8.San Francisco
9.Wake Forest
10.Notre Dame
11.Alabaina
12.Detrolt
13.Mninesota
15.Tennessee
16 Kansas St
17.UNC-Char1otte
18.Arkansas
°
20 V NII

5-3
24—i
5-3
26-2
254
26-3
21-7
29-2
23-6
21-6
254
25-3
22-3
22-6
20-9
23-7
24-3
26-2
21-7
26-3

743
638
407
347
232
226
185
184
167
158
139
133
Ili
100
98
60
.

Pro Cage
Standings
By The Associated Press
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division—.
W L Pct. GB
Phiiphia
39 27 .591
—
Boston
34 32
515 5
NY Knits
30 37
448 9'2
Buffalo
27 41 .397 13
NY Nets
21 46
313 18'2
Central Division
Houtn
40 26 .606 —
Wao+totl
39 28- .582 I'S
38 29 .567 2'2
Cle‘t
34 30 .531 • 5
Atla:.ta
28 40 .412 13_
N Wilts
26 40 .394 14
ESTERN CONFERENCE
Miduest Division
Dci
42 25 .627
Deli
40 28 .588, 212 F
Kar It
35 31
530 612
Chn
32 35 .478 10
30 38 .441 121 2
Mil wive,
24 47
338 20
Pardo: Division
" 42 25 .627
Port.a' ti
19 29
574 32
Goid: st
19 29
574 312
Seattl, - 35 .493 9
Pinq s
26 41
388 16
Monday's Result
Mno..iiikee 110, Los Angeles
106
Fuesday's Games
:pina at Cleveland
Nev, York . Nets at San An- —
tor',
•
Chn.ago
Vizi.' I , 4t.,n at Kansas City
IA \'4e.It'S at Denver
•
jeans at Portland
%i rdriesdi)''s 1iijei .-Atlat 'a at Philadelphia
• York Nets at Houston
scal:a: at Washington
at Detroit
at-IndianaN Il York Kmeks at Phoenix

HONOR FROM THE CITY—Mayor John Ed Scott read a proclamation in honor of First Region
champion Murray High. Coach Cary Miller and his team watch during the student assembly and
pep rally whidt sent the Lows off to Louisville this marling.
(Stoll Moores by NO.trovison)
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1 Legal Notice

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

1 legal Notice

9 Situations Wanted

LOCAL RESIDENT for WOULD LIKE to join a
WATKINS
FOR
Court will proceed to hear
UNITED STATES
full time sales position.
rock-n-roll or country
Contact
cause
Products.
this
and adjudicate
DISTRICT COURT
Over $20,000 potential
and western music
South
Jones,
217
as
if
Holman
manner
same
the
in
ESTF:RN DISTRICT
plus benefits. Send
group. Call 753-9413 ask
13th, phone 753-3128.
the absent defendants had
OF KENTUCKY
resume
to P.O. Box 193,
for Mike Phares.
been served with process
AT PADUCAH
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
Comthe
within
14 Want TO Buy
CIVIL NO. C 76-0101-P
Kentucky.
of
monwealth
STATES
OF
UNITED
Off
A
Special 10%
$200.00 Weekly possible WILL BUY STANDING
Dated this 5th day of
AMERICA PLAINTIFF
timber. Large or small
stuffing envelopes. Send
1976.
November,
Green
vs. ORDER FOR SERtracks. Top prices paid.
self-addressed,
stamped
Allen,
M.
Charles
the
in
VICE BY PUBLICATION
Up to $400 per thousand
envelope.
Edray
Mails,
States
United
Judge,
Kountry Kitchen
ROBERT G. SMITH, ET
b.
f. for clear white oak
Box
188,
Albany,
MO
District Court
Al. DEFENDANTS
20" and above. Paysash
64402.
21st
March
Ends
On motion of plaintiff,
or work on shares. WW
I WILL NO LONGER be
Coiled States of America,
Stark'S Hardware
also buy logs. Call (5021
responsible for anyones
SALES
PERSONNEL.
for an order requiring the
753-2359, call collect.
debts 'other than my
Full time. Apply in
12th & Poplar
appearance of defenown. Billy Travis.
person afternoon.
Our 30th Year"
dants, Robert G. Smith
WANTED: B-J Auto
Sammons
Bakery. _ -Salvage. Junked and
--rind Patricia A. Smith,
Northside
Shopping
and it appearing that this
wrecked cars needed.
2 Notice
Center.
an action to enforce a
III
et
Call 527-1315 or 4744854.
OUR
ben upon real property
1950's DANCE- March LADIES - WOULD you
situated within this
19, 1977 American
COINS AMERICAN and
like a .private home
district and described as
Legion Hall at 6th &
foreign. Also old gold.
fashion showing and get
follows:
of
Supper
Maple
Call 753-9232.
or a part
free
clothing
A trart.oilandlying and
hambur-gers,
Srhigh
Tim--- job :with
being in Calloway County,
coke Dance contest earnings. Call 753-8797
USED MINI Bike. Call
Kentucky, in Sections 8
$25.00 in prize money.
753-3696.
or 247-8935.
and 9, Township 2, Range
Supper 6:30 to 8:00
3 East and being more
Dance 8:00 til - ?
FREE!
WHOLESALE
particularly described as
Donation $2.00. Tickets $2,000.00 MONTHLY!
Jewelry Catalog! Exthe
beginning at a point in
SPARETIME! UnMonavailable at
clusive Designers'
north right of way of the believably, excitingly
tgomery Waid.
Collections! Bargains
Murray-Mayfield
old
selfSend
easy!
galore!
Box
1824,
Road, said point being the
addressed and stamped
COLOR PORTRAITS,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
southeast corner of the
1824,
envelope
to
Box
bring us yours for extra
Advertisers
ore
Billy Carroll property;
copies. Made from any • Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
15. Articles For Sale
requested to check the
thence in a-. northerly
size into any size.
insertion
of
ads
for
first
the
along
direction and
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
WEED EATERS, Clippie
correction
This
STOCKADE.
SIRLOIN
Billy Carroll property for
x 10 $2.10. Fast service.
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
newspaper will be
"The company that lets
a distance of 330 feet to a
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
Needle model 500459.95.
cesponsible for only
you
write
your
own
stakee. thence in an
753-0035: Free parking
one incorrect insertion
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
ticket"
is,
looking
for
easterly direction and
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
lot, use our rear enTenn.
enthusiastic
REPORTED IMMEDIATE•
parallel with the old
trance.
management
personnel
CHECK
LY
SO,
PLEASE
Murray-Mayfield Road
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
to work for the fastest FABRIC SALE. 504 South
3 Card Of Thanks
for a distance,pf .113 feet
8th Ext. Knits, cottons,
AND NOT/FY US PROMgrowing steak house
to a stake in the , Clovis a PTLY IN CASE OF AN
denims,Quiana. 50 cents
WE
WOULD
like
to
thank
chain in the United
Bazzell property; thence
ERROR
to $2.50 per yard. Also
Calloway
County
States.
Excellent
southeasterly
in
a
Zig
Zag
sewing
Hospital, Mr. Beaman
starting salary, profit
direction and along the
machine.
and staff at West View
sharing,
and
unlimited
property
Bazzell
Clovis
SHOULD JAY DIAMOND
Nursing Home, Mrs.
opportunity. Apply at
line for a distance of
be taken off WKYQCook and Mrs. Erwin,
the
, new
Sirloin AVAILABLE
NOW.
approximately 350 feet to
his
FM93 because of
and to all that sent
Stockade, Bel Air
Urethane foam. All
a point in the north right
foot-in-mouth disease?
flowers
and
food.
Shopping
Center,
sizes, all densities. Cut
of way of the old MurrayWKYQ management , Thanks to Rev. Gerald
Murray,
Ky.
or
phone
to your specs. West Ky.
in
Mayfield Road; thence
has told Mr. Diamond,
Owen, Rev. Calvin
502-753-0440 for apCabinet Co., 1203 Story
a westerly direction and
morning personality 5 a.
Wilkins, Blalock and
pointments.
Avenue. 753-6767.
-along the north right of
m.-10 a. m. that if
Coleman Funeral Home.
way of the old Murrayenough listeners tell us
The Families of Mrs.
Mayfield Road for a
to remove him from the
THOUSANDS USED
Lorene Colson.
SALES
of
apdistance
airwaves, we will take
paperbacks. it price,
LIMITED TRAVEL
proximately 147 feet to
proper action even
5. Lost And Found
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
S.W.
Ky.
and
N.
W.
beginning
and
the point of
though he was voted
808 Chestnut, formerly
MISSING NEAR 16th and
Tenn.
containing one (1) acre,
Country Disc Jockey of
Christian Book Store.
Sycamore. Dachshund
Guaranteed weekly
more or less.
the Year by the Country
Call 753-4821.
and
_Terrier
mix. All
draw plus training inRobert G. Smith and
Music Association in
black. Answers to
centives from $200.00
Nashville. Just because
Patricia A. Smith obHEAVY STEEL tank.
MOdine. Call 753-2437.
to $350.00 against
Loretta Lynn writes him
tained title to the above
Approximately 750
Reward.
liberal commission.
described property by
love letters is no reason
gallons. Ideal for water
Senior
salesmen
earknows
Delphus
from
he
that
deed
or fuel storage. Call 753ning $18,000 to $45,000.
about LOST PAIR of bifocals in
Christenbury, Sr., et ux,
everything
8856.
Management opportueverything. It is kinda
leather case. If found
dated the 16th day of
nities.
interesting that Mr.
October, 1973, and of
please return to Bill
Fringes
include:
Diamond rarely ever
ONE HYDRAULIC chair
Cutchin, 1504 Chestnut
record on Microfilm in
Hospitalization, Life
and hair dryer. Call 435gives his name on his
St., Murray, Ky.
Book 153, Cabinet 1,
Insurance,
show. Is he afraid of
Profit
4554.
Drawer 5, Card 83, in the
6. Help Wanted
WKYQSharing, Retirement.
something?
office of the Clerk of the
You receive sales
SAM-10AM.
FM93.
Calloway County Court.
FOR
SALE
BAR
OFFICE MANAGER in
training
in
the
Listen at your own risk.
It FURTHER AP-EQUIPMENT - Double
dental
office.
territory.
PEARING to the Court
Tap draft beer box, 32
Bookkeeping exOur products are
that the said defendants
gallon capacity, experienced
required.
non-technical
and
WHAT WE do best is
cellent condition. $650.
have not been found
Send resume to Box 659,
readily learnable.
Comthe
care. NEEDLINE, 753within
Steam range for deli,
Murray.
We sell chemical
6333.
monwealth of Kentucky,
with electric, steam
specialties to the Inand have not voluntarily
pump, excellent condustrial,
Food
appeared herein, and that NOTICE - SPEC:AL YARD WORK, raking
dition, $150. Smoked
and trimming. Call 753processing, Automotipersonal service within
glass mirror, 3'x10',
drawings every
5822 or 1663 College
ve and Institutional
the state upon said
$100. Hot dog cooker,
'weekend at Ky. Lake
Terrace Drive.
markets: High quality
defendants is not prac$20. White oak whiskey
Music Barn., Come join
products
bring
ticable because defenbarrels, $15.00 each.
the fun and be a winner.
EXPERIENCED
NEED
profitable
repeat
present
dants'
beer
Miscellaneous
For information call 502shingle roofers. Call 753sales.
are
whereabouts
signs, lights. The Apple,
436-8806.
5976 or 436-2172 nights.
You must have a
Puryear, Tenn. 901-247unknown;
successful work or self
9902.
ORIt is HEREBY
employment history.
DERED that this order be NOTICE - SPECIAL GARDENER needed.
drawings every
Raking leaves, cleaning
Sales background op- .PENTA TREATED
published once a week for
weekend at Ky. Lake
flower beds, etc. For 3
tional. A late model
Lumber 1" and 2"
six consecutive weeks in
Music Barn. Come join
yards for all season.
car required.
dimensional stock. Also
at least one newspaper
the fun and be a winner.
Adult preferred. Call
regularly issued and of
treated poles 8' through
Send Resume:
For information call 502753-1602.
20'. Murray Lumber
general circulation in
436-8806.
Company, 104 Maple,
Calloway County, KenWANTED A SALES
Murray.
tucky.
person to sell Jim
It is FURTHER OR- DO YOU believe the Holy
DELTA
FOREMOST
Walter Homes in the
that
said
DERED
Bible is God's inspired
ONE GOOD baby bed and
CHEMICAL
Murray area. This is
defendants shall appear
word? Would you like to
mattress. One antique
CORPORATION
your opportunity to
learn more about God's
in this caUse and plead to
dresser with mirror,
P.O. Box 30310
the complaint within ten
plan for you? Call 753- }make:good money as a
perfect condition. Needs
Memphis,Tenn.
,sales
person.
If
indate
of
last
0984.
It is not a recordays after the
' refinishing, $45. Three
- 38130
terested call Gene Allen
publication of this Order, ding. This is also our
25 lb. cans of hog lard,
An equal opportilpay em502-442-7368, Paducah,
ployer
business phone.
$10 each. Call 753-5108
and irfaefault thereof, the
Ky..
after 6 p.m.

Check
Your

Ad -\ i,- '
- • - ., -..!•,.. ,..„-

IlA.. ...,..,--, ,.,
:,.. .... --\

•

DIRECTOR
OF SALES

• THE PHANTOM
IN MANN PLACE, !PA 5CI EXCITED!
I Y,AITEP A LONE, PEOPLE IN JAILS ARE
TimE FOR THI5
ToRTUREP, OENtED LEGAL
RiG4475. MY 30E3 WFLL
(.305
SE VTO I-4ELP THEm

TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 4354263.

IN Toff CRYPT ME PHANTWA MEDITATE
WITiff HIS ANCE5TOR5...(ALL 20)

CLEAN CARPETS the
save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
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SMALL 4 x 8 barn, 10 x 10
metal
building.
Reasonable. Call 4362575.

FOR
SALE
55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton Tile
and Marble
612 Sc 9th

19 Farm Equipment

15 Articles For Sale
USED WASHER and
dryer. $60. Call 753-3704.
APPROXIMATELY
50,000 uQ boc
,f
in M
1-442-5

le
all

6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.
35 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor. Call after 5, 4365473.

27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x $0 MOBILE HOME.
In real good condition.
$2,400. Call 753-4545 or
753-6763.
MOBILE HOME. Two
bedroom. Call 753-3539.

16 Home Furnishings
MATTRESS AND box
springs, queen size. Call
after 6, 753-9827.
EARLY
AMERICAN
living room
strite.
Dining room suite and
buffet. Good condition.
Call 753-0302.
COUCH,
wpyr,_
excellent
condition.
Breakfast, sewing
machine, king bed,
linens, chest. Call 7538622.

GOOD
MASSEY
FERGUSON
disc
harrow. Two row corn
planter. Manure
spreader. Massey
Ferguson plow. two 12".
Contact
Howard
Brandon, 753-4389.
20 Sports Equipment
FOR
SALE:
14'
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty- tilt trailer,
trolling mot'or 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete -- crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.

PORTABLE G.E. washer
and Maytag dryer, $150.
Montgomery
Ward
stereo, $100. All in excellent condition. New
concrete steps. $50. Call
437-4155.

14 FT. ALUMACRAFT
and
trailer.
boat
Evinrude 10 h.p. motor.
1011 Story Avenue. Call
753-9021.

ONE HIDE-A-BED
couch. Makes queen size
bed. Two years old. $75.
Call 753-7580 after 5.

10 SPEED RALEIGH
bike. Just like new. GE
portable record player.
Call 753-7417 or 435-4489.

TWO TWIN beds with
mattress and springs.
$50. Call 753-6085.

FOR SALE ALUMINUM
boat 14" Aro.802 N. 18th,
Murray.

USED MAYTAG Skinny
Mini, washer and dryer
combination. Great for
small apartment or
trailers. No special
required.
plumbing
Price,$150 for both. Call
753-6127.

14 FT. LONE STAR
aluminum
V-bottom
boat and trailer. $250.
Call 753-2370 after 4 p.
m.
1971 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6883.

17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
18. Sewing Machines
TWO YEAR riLD .Singer
Futura II. Free .arm
sewing machine. Excellent condition. Call
753-0613.
19 Farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cTairel
or new spray equipment
Agrispring.
for
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
135 MF TRACTOR. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-0379.
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain - Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
D-6 CATERPILLAR
Dozer, serial no. 22561.
Hydraulic blade oil
clutch. Good condition.
Call Ralph Henry, 5228400 after 7 p.. m.
6' DERBON mowing
machine. Good condition. Call 436-2149.
7' LISLISTON clipper in
good condition. Call 4362149.
JOHN DEERE Tractor, 8
ft. wheel disc, good
condition. $800. Call 4362294.
1973
MODEL
International dozer. TD 15
c. Semi-U tlt blade. Call
al night or early morning, C. C. Clark, Route
1, Kirksey,,Ky:. Call 44+-

2670.
H FARMALL tractor. In
good condition. $500.
Call 492-8354 after 4 p.m.

1971 POP UP CAMPER.
Sleeps 4 to 6. Stove,
refrigerator, toilet, AC
and -DC electric, gas
heat. Will consider trade
for equity. Call 753-2366.
33' HOUSEBOAT sleeps 6, electric head.
Plenty of storage. Air
conditioner. Depth
finder. Fish locator.
Very clean. 1975 Mercury 50 h. p. Outboard
installed last fall. Slip
72. Call 753-8056.
22 Musical
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
MODEL 4059 Wurlitzer
organ. Maple finish.
Good Condition. Ideal air
hockey table. Call 4354238 between 5:30 and
9:00 p. m.
24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

26

TV Radio

OVERSTOCK
REDUCTION sale.
Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare.
Sisson's
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
_3822426.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 1974
Schultz 14 x 70, 3
bedroom, all electric
central air condition,
and heat, steps, deck,
underpinning, and 10 x
10 metal outbuilding.
Pluzine 753-8428.
1 1 2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127. •

FI

1972 12 1542 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned and
strapped on private lot.
132 x 120. Call 7534113
after 5 p.m.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

R
ROW
FORD
ILL,2 years old. Call
489-2401.

EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m.901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.

38 Pets

Supplies

THREE BIRD DOGS, les
1
2 Pointer
Setter and /
puppy.6 weeks old. Two
black and white, 1
brown, black and white.
$25 each. Call 753-1913.
FOR SALE AKC Toy
Poodles. Call 753-6379.
AKC
TWO
black
REGISTERED
German
tan
and
Shepherd puppies. $35.
Call 753-2329.
TERRIER,
BOSTON
registered AKC, stud
service. Call 753-5048.

28 Heating 8 Cooling
18,000 BTU Whirlpool air
conditioner. $295 firm.
Call 753-6666, weekdays.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TRAILER, $95.00 per
month. Call 753-3473.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WITH one child
want 2 bedroom unfurnished house. Call
436-2430 after 6 p. m.
WANT TO RENT ground
for beans. Call 489-2662
after 5.
32 Apartments For Rent
ROOM
EFONE
FICIENCY. Olive Street
Apartments. Close to
campus. Call Van
Haverstock, at 753-4451
or 753-8618.
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control.
100 South 13th.
TWO
BEDROOM
apartment. $85.00 per
month. Call 753-7874.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 4362510.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.

MINIATURE
AKC
female Dachshund
puppy, Champion blood
lines, $60. Also AKC
miniature Dachshund
stud sermirze, redtlaCk
/
2 lhs.,
1
2 to 91
and tan, 6/
$20 or choice puppy. Call
1-527-9700.
AKC REGISTERED OLD
English Sheepdog
puppies, 2 months old.
Also 3 year old female
St. Bernard and 6 month
old female white German Shepherd. Call 7536412 or 753-0957 after 4.
39 Poultry

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880
43. Real Estate
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale in
the city and county.
Several listings suitable
for small business including auto clean-up
and repair, retail store
and residence combination. Phone us today
at Kopperud Realty 7531222. We provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service.
FOR SALE - near Almo.
Eight acres, 7 acres
tendable. Call after 4:30,
753-8723.

EXCELLENT DUPLEX
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
Ibts, water, sewer,
retail store building on
blacktop and gutters.
south side court square
Reasonable. Contact
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft. Howard Brandon. 753Call Dal'Boyd, 1-247, 4389.
2833.
37 Livestock

Supplies

ROAN MARE, 2'1 years
old, quiet, green broken,
$250. Call 753-0927 or
MSU Horse Farm.
CHOICE WISCONSIN
Heifers. Delivered on
approval with certified
vet health certificate.
Two weeks old. $55.
Four weeks, $75. Six
weeks, $85. References
available. Also calf
salesman wanted in
area. Paul N. Crouse,
Route
1, Abrams,
Wisconsin 54101 414-8267348.
GAITED ' PLEASURE
horse. Aged gelding.
Excellent disposition,
health and training.
Shown successfully.
Trail ride experienced.
$600. Call 753-9894
nights.
30 JERSEY cows and 10
springing Heifers. Call
C. L Tidwell, 435-4363.
38 Pets

Supplies

AKC ST. BERNARD
puppies. One male, $100.
Four females, $75. Call
753-9349.

THREE BEDROOM
BRICK.--z= home
in
Meadowlane Subdivision. Just listed and
priced at only $27,500.
Let us show you this
home
by
phoning
Kopperud Realty, 7531222. You can depend on
us for full time competent Real Estate
Service.
NEW LISTING . .
.Minutes from town, 4
bedrooms,2 baths, large
utility room, comfortable living room,
kitchen. Completely
carpeted, electric heat,
storm windows, located
on 2 wooded acres. . .
Low 30's... Calli753-1492
today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors is quickly
becoming a houseSOLD
word.
DO YOU have some
money to invest, but
don't know what to buy?
Think about this. A
house
near
the
university on Main
Street. It is presently
rented on a yearly basis.
For more information
phone us today. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or call
Bob Rodgers, 753-7116.

Timber
For Sole
The Murray Calloway County Airport
has approximately 83,500 Board Feet of
standing timber for sale. This timber
may be inspected at the MurrayCalloway County Airport, Murray, Kea-tucicy. Interested parties should submit:
bids to Johnny Parker, Manager,
Murray, Calloway-County Airport,
Murray,Kentucky 42071 through April 15,
1977.1Telephone(502)489-2414.
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OUTSTANDING 2-story
home on a 2 acre tract,
in a peaceful country
setting. Located L mile
South of Wiswell Road,
on Fqrd Road. Call
Stinson Realty Co.for an
appointment. Phone 7533744, days; 753-0614 or
753-3509, evenings.

43 Real Estate

46. Homes For Sale

50. Campers

HIGHWAY 1836 - 48
acres, 33 cropland.
Tobacco barn. Level,
excellent cropland. In
tobacco and corn last
year. On blacktop, 2
miles north of Coldwater. Call or Come by
105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 753-8080.

FOUR BEDROOM, 2',2
baths on wooded lot on
Oaks Country Club golf
course, in the 60's. Call
753-9931.

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

THINK
OF
THE
MUST SELL!! Reduced
possibilities! Do you
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
own a mobile home, but
approximately 2000 sq.
long for a home of your
ft. living space. Phone
own? Now is the time for
753-7837.
you tl buy this tract of LOTS-LOTS- LOTS
almost five-acres. It is.
--still--have -several
equipped to handle three
desirable lots left in
1335 MONDA
inomei homes, with well
Westwood Subdivision.
Windjammer, back rest,
and septic system
Paving, city water and
luggage
rack, low
already in place. You
sewer included in price
mileage. $1850. Call 753- "THIS COMMITTEE WILL
could live in the mobile
of lots. Prices start at
8136 after 5.
ITS COFFEE PRICE HEARINGS
home while you build
$3,300. Some wooded lots
tba 444311346-61C: -still-available •
---/IT2-110M)A-960---runs--- • AFTER A COFFEE BREAK."
dreams
on
the
will' finance
with
great, lools.s good. $450.
remaining acreage. You
49 Used Cars & Truclis
49 Used Cars & Trucks
minimum
down
Call 753-0189.
could either rent the
payment. Guy Spann
mobile home pads or sell
realty. 901 Sycamore, 1975 HONDA XL250,
1*3 -L'HEVY IMPALA. 240 Z DATSUN. red with
with
the acreage you would
white interior. Air
753-7724.
Factory air, futomatic,
helmets,
set
one
not need. John C.
conditioner,
power
power
steering,
4 speed
motocross tread, only
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
transmission. Wheels.
brakes. 283 engine. Good
RLALTORS
'miles.
753-9407.
940
Call
Main St., 753-0101 or
Low mileage $3,500. Call
dependable
tranPam 'Rodgers, 753-7116.
1-527-1983.
sportation. Call 489-2330.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
1975 RED CORVETTE.
CHEVROLET
Honda 550 four with 1976
South 12th at Sycamore
350 automatic, T-top. all
Wilson
Caprice Classic, cruise
windjammer. Call 753power, AM-FM radio,
TELEPHONE 753-1651
control,
red
with
2226.
white
Insurance and Real
tilt telescopic, wheel,
vinyl- top. Price $4450.
Estate Agency, Inc.
luggage rack. Phone
49 Used Cars & Trucks
44. Lots For Sale
Call 753-4445.
753-7408 or 753-5006 after
202 Swab 4,6 Street
1974 FIAT model 128 2 STATION WAGON-1964
5.
Pb...7S3-3243
EXCELLENT LOTS in
door, 4 speed over 30
Mercury with air, 12,000
Bagwell
Manor.
m.p.g. $1350.00... Phone
miles. Will have to see to 1970 BUICK SWark GS
Reasonable.
Water,
SY OWNER - 5 acre
354-6217.
believe. You can buy
sewer, and blacktop.
mini farm with near455 automatic us ith
this everyday tranContact
ly new modern brick
Howard
double power and air
1966 WILDCAT - 4-door
sportation for $725. Call
erandon, 7534389.
b home,8 miles from Ky.
Has factory wheels and
with air. Call Gunner Bob Cook, Hazel, 492Lake on Highway 94.
AM-FM radio. Needs a
Nance at 753-8300 .
8165.
grille. $850.00 Phone
Approximately 2500 sq.
45 Farms For Sale
354-6217.
ft. living area, plus large
1966 OLDS DELTA 88. 1975 MERCURY Bobcat.
2 car garage and
200 ACRE FARM.. CA11
One owner. Goof! conFour speed, 26,000 CONVERTIBLE' 1969
753-0967 or 753-5587 after
workshop. This home
dition. Call 753-1208.
Mag wheels.
7 p.m.
has many appealing
Pontiac, ,Custsins S
$2300. Call 753-5596 after
appointments that must
Automatic, 0. II C -6,
5 call 753-8992.
1975 MONTE CARLO
be seen to appreciate. 77 ACRE FARM. Call 753rare. Will seniebody
29,IX10 miles. Call 753Phone for appoinent,
take this turke .,ut of
4414 or days 753-6191.
1969 DODGE DART
7975.
753-2957.
my way for $71Hi• Bob
Custom. Slant six. $750.
Cook, Hazel, 492-8165.
Call 753-7699.
1972 PONTIAC, power,
SAVE
air condition, price to
NOW
sell. $1300. Call 436-5829. 1971 CAEVELLE 350 SS.
FREE
Bronze with black
20 MILE
stripes. AM-FM radio.,
1968 BUICK Le Sabre.
DELIVERY
$1100 or best offer. Call
Four door sedan. Good
492-8658.
condition. Has trailer
$42.5.00 op, flower& reedy to use. Also precut, you build, as
hitch. Call 753-2923.
Is or $30010.1 iS up to 24i 60 standard, but will precut
any oho iwodocl. Buy floe boil for less.
19/3 RALLY SPORT
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753.0911t
Camaro. 'Spoiler,
1975 MAVERICK, 28,000
stripes, excellent
miles, radials, steering,
Located 4 miles,
condition. $2600. See at
and air. Straight drive,6
east
of Murray on
Washburns
Market,
cylinder. Red with white
Highway
Hardin or call 354-8272.
94
vinyl top. $2,500. Call
toward Ken-Lake.
,753-7829 after 5 p.m.
1967 CHEVY NOVA.
Authorized dealer
1960 FORD PICKUP, 6
Great shape. Call 753for Fan rravel
cylinder, straight shift.
7792.
Trailer - Starmechanically,
-Good
craft
Pop-ups.
come and enjoy
good tires. m.o. Call 7531968 FOUR DOOR Ford.
9139 or 753-8124 after 5.
live entertainment Wed., Fri. I. Sat.
Used campers Good condition. See at
Weekly
Jean Green's Gulf. 9th
all brands.
1967 MUSTANG GTand Sycamore. .
Fastback.
289
Owners and Operators
automatic, good con1974 MAVERICK. Four
Ernest & Virginia White
Open Dailey 6 a.m. • 12 p.m.
dition. $650. Call 753-9189
door, 302. $2400. Call 753Coll 753-0605.
Located 1.9 From Paris Landing
or 753-8124 after 5.,
4769.
For Information Coll
901-642-9876
1977 CAMARO. 3,000
1973 BUICK ELECTRA,
miles. Electric win1969 S ‘RCRAFT
radial
tires.AM-FM
dows, AM-FM stereo
camper • r sale. Call
stereo, cruise control.
tape player. Price
753-3798
$2650. Call 753-4445.
$5,250. Call 753-6753.

RE6UME

White's
Camper
Sales

Now Open

Paris Landing Cafe
Food & Drink

1972 VEGA WAGON,
automatic transmission,
air condition, new
engine. $950. Call 7539189 or 753-8124 after 5.

etely
heat,
rated

I-1492
Jobs
ickly
;OLD

ort
of
)er
iyennit
er,
rt,
15,

ELECTROLUX SALES
and se,ryice. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

SPACIOUS HOUSE
adjoining
University.'
Excellent for rental,
nursery or fatnily. Call
753-9799.

TWO
BEAUTIFUL
building sites near Blood
River, on blacktop,
terms. Call 436-2575.

C
00Ill

some
but
buy?
s. A
the
Main
.ently
3asis.
ration
ha C.
505
r call
-7116.

51 Services Offered

Need an extra income? This is it! Six room house
with fireplace in living room; stove,
refrigerator,formal dining; PLUS garage apartment with itwo apartments now renting for
$140.00! All of this including furniture in apartments can be yours for only $20,000.00!

1972 FORD SPORTS
Custom power steering,
automatic, brakes and
air conditioner.'Call 4742789.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

MUSTANG
CONVERTIBLES. One 1966
automatic,, one 1907
stick, priced right to
move fast. See Bob Cook
at Hazel, K_y. No phone
calls.
DUNE BUGGY. Call
after 3:00 p. m. 753-9407.

1976 PRoHl.ER 20 ft.
- selfcamper Fully:
contained with 'Reese
hitch, sk•iy control.
jacks and V. antenna
Call 492417.0).
15' CAMPt.it - sleeps
four, cr,::.ict Gunner
Nance at - 1-4015 or 7538300

NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled Call Mark Pucy.
75:1-8381

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
•

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration,. heatfng.
Call 474-8841.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by'Sears'save on these
"high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos --stores.'M and G
Complete Glass,
Building . No.
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.
SHINGLE roofing. Builtup roofing. Jackie
Youngblood, New
Concord, Ky. 436-2712.

TEMPORARY
SERVICE
POLES

OttbiANON.07w.

•4
'•
;JIB.
The retirement couples dream is this two
bedroom; brick, ciistom built home! Fireplace;
carpet; range; two outside storage, buildings;
built-ins galore including a sewing center PLUS
three acres of wooded land adjoining small lake.
All of this is within three miles of Murray.
$38,500.00.

All New 60 Amp.
1" weather head, I"
Hub, breaker, 20
duplex
Ampr125V
receptacle,. one 220
receptacle all mounted on a 16' pole. -

A perfect business or home site is this five acres
on Highway 641 South. Corner property with road
frontage on two main roads. $8,500.00. '
Your business is always appreciated at ROBERTS REALTY

Only

$109°°

Includes Ground Rod

McKee Supply Co.

!ENT IIIISENVAC

MOBILE_ HOME underpinning and leveling.
Call Charley, 492-8333.

No othor 'No-11-yownisr NNW
Owes tomb at
EASILYhi pound portaiNe paw,

AVAILABLE in this area
-builders
providing 100 per cent
financing, no moneydown on your new home.
Call 354-8301 for further
information.

irttcmteir-

fahNif OM au a* wee%

NOB MAN_ __LE K.._
MtRZELL Service and
TTpaTt. Plumbing Electric, Heating Cooling. Electric
sewerooter. Call 4362490.

DOZER. LOADER.
h-uck haw work, Grading.
hauling, and bushhogging.
Freet
estimates. Call 436-2382.

ELECT1644:
AND Plumbing. Clent
Colson, licensed electrician and licensed
master plumber. Alm),
Ky. 753-8549.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
QUALITY
TREE
SERVICE. Expert tree
service on top jobs and
take down. Pruner work'
and dead woocling. Call
753-6256. ,.'

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

TREES CUT and trimmed. Storm damage.
Free estimates. Call 4362294.

CHOWS,
131t Sod %W.A.%
, .44011,44.0.*4
.
a sogia swap

0,

sctAII c mans eiw
orotass..ais 0110-41
a ?factor of WM Clisi
1005 SAI(E OP TO
$25 in PER 11001111

Reel **My $12.00 a day

Decor Store
lbablik tower IliAtiM

54 Free Column
THREE
FEMALE
puppies. Three months
old. Call 753-7839.
FULL BLOODED German Shepherd. Free,
male. Call 492-8218.
HALF COLLIE, Half St.
Bernard, 1 year old.
Make good guard dog.
Call 753-6182 or 753-0391

The Youth Shop
504 Main
*sew
lap Away

CHECK OUR PRICES
first for tune-up, brake
jobs, overhaul. See
David Nelson and Son's
Garage near Hardin on
962. Call 437-4514.

ifcast
er
V Al

Electric 8, Gas Bill High!
Ihd you know that plastic installed underneath your home could
sharpb decrease your heating bill' We paint and repair the outside of
our home, but never think of the damage underneath Cold air and dampness with proper ventilation will not penetrate plastic It will also help
protect against tertrutes. rot.fungi and other diseases mod trawls.
We treat for trisects and ftrigi install plastic and ventilation
Call for Mtn inforwatioe d luspoction.

WILL
DO
HOUSEKEEPING.
references
Excellent
Very efficient. $3.00 an
hour. Call 753-8153 10 to
7.

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
753-3914
Oldso how. °wood and oporwfoill is Calloway Cowry
Ky. Licensed
Certified by Hwy EPA of By

Saturday, March 19 - 1:30
located at the jct. of Highways 91 & 70 at the Soatheast city limits
of Fredonia, 14

1963-C 4 Oliver dozer with a 6 way blade r. 2 wheel transput •
1974 model A C 200 diesel tractor with luals
1968 A C 190 XT diesel with di...31s
1964 Oliver 1900 diesel
1970 Ford 5000 gas.
1964 Ford 4000 gas
and 330
1968 Uni system $1702. with 110 h p gat, rtiol,ir with 4757 Super chopper
attachment
,
P
U
silage header tS

1109 N Market
Paris Term 642-33.52

PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interior or
exterior, by the hour or
job. Free estimatri
Phone 753-8343.

This Home Says
"Come In"
You1I feel righhat home the moment rou step into this
-arming frame homer!iMiehe bedrooms, family room.
d3
tWo baths. fully equipped kitchen. fireplace inAiricat
room, completely carpeted, full basemenirlEassed-in
porch, Landscaped - Ideal for family living_Call 7S114921orelta lobs Realtors is quickly toecli_ng a
houseSOLD word.

Highway 641 North

4 TRUCKS:
1972 IHC transtar cab over sleeper the ,,crew • 318 00r(.0t clictshl onu,nc• 13 speed
road ranger
1966 Ford 4 wheel drive dump truck
1964 Ghey 314-ton
_
. axle
1968 Cher 50,,":' '512 grain bed 7371r--41prted -5/

'•), I..JNI Ss!c•r.
PU
1 3 row silage header. chopper
38' hopper bottom grain trailer one sfasoni
Grain Chief grain dryer 440 bu capacity
innn useiit 4
6 WA/ 30 A G no tilt planter with tertii,:er
6 rOw A C rolling cultniator like new
2. 10' cbiSel plowers used one seoon
2. 16 Athens told up disk. used one season
,,cA,cr•
1. 14 Athen's - piowing disk with middle lust'-'', ii911
300 gallon crop sprayer, usrtd. one season
400 gallon Hahn pu 1 type sprayer
Badger big round hay baler made by Verneer baJeit les'; ¶5an isne
1 Badger '0Th gallon liouid manure spr eat h.r
12' Badger liquid manure pump new
'?Badger 16' forage boxes. 6' sides A top mounted on a BadqPr 10 ton tandem axle
running gear- 1 New Idea rubber tooth hay rake - Ford pui' type forage t-sardester l Bros gravity how
12 Hesston Hydra ',wing cut conditioner A C hay bale' - 1
gravity
Flow wagons on
3
year
running
last
auger.on_1.0.tera
gear
new
wagon with
,,jr
Nc
on(t:
OnL,
is
machinery
thiS
A yirrI portion of
•;,,
.1,
In

• •

T. W. "Torn" Jones, Owner

LW

\THOMAS WHITE...14_30S

SALE BY

Now under new management
EDNA KNIGHT 1531910
LFLA PAMIR 153-6016
SItt 01911 753$l0
Phone 753-1651

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then -call 753-6614.

KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike /kitchens. 753-0359.

8 TRACTORS:

Same as above in 100
Amp.

753-8521
11011 tOSDIS 753 3121 111 A/115110K 134.2171
111 BOWS 134-5650 A1MA IIHMIAtill 753-2177
POSY FAR 753-6375
IC COUR 753-5111
412 %tab 1216 Street

EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
completion. Call now
Roy HarMon's Carpenter- Shop, 753-4124.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

15% Off Anything Green
In The Store
Thursday, March 17 Nip
and Friday, March 18 Only

SPEEDWAY GARAGE

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

• Only

Is Having A Sale!

1- 4

WILL TYPE pedigrees on
your AKC registered
puppies (from pedigrees
on your sire and dam).
Very reasonable prices.
Call 1-527-9700.

Due to ;XX!'

1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylknder
automatic, good , Condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.

"LP Will I. s 1)11

51. Services Offered

Machinery Auction

COMPLETE:

1914 Coldwater Road

t•

51 Services Offered

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining
Call 753-8090.

The Bamboo Garden
,4.

51. Services Offered

OAS

Complete auto repair, tune-ups, heavy truck
repair, road service-, truck tires, truck washing
and steaming. Night phone - 75341370 or 489-2787.
AM.

Woodmen Building

Residence

753 1492

753 6079
"7\

\

AUCTION & RE ALT Y t'
!Ottawa, Kentucky
Office 388-7251.

47--

41,"

Night 388-7088

;
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Deaths and Funerals

Robert P. Hornsby
Rites Held Here
The private funeral services
for Robert P. Hornsby of 813
Olive Street, Murray, were
conducted by the Rev. Henry
McKenzie on Monday at two p;
m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Cremation followed the
services.
Mr. Hornsby, age 55, died
Saturday at 8:45 p. m. at his
home. His death followed an
extended illness. He was
employed as a biologist in
wildlife before becoming ill,
was a member of the First
Presbyterian Church, Murray
lions Club, was active in the
Murray Baseball Association,
and was a World War II
veteran.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Betty Shuler Hornsby, to
whom he was married April 5,
1947; two daughters, Mrs.
Dianne) Smith,
Ronnie
,Paris, Tn., and Miss Dawn
Hornsby,'Murray; four, ions,
Robert, Jr., Daytona Beach,
Fla., Richard, Indianapolis,
Ind., and Raye and Reed
Murray; two
Hornsby,
granddaughters, Shembra
and Sherida Smith, Paris, Tn.

Otis H. Wilson
Dies This Morning
Otis H. Ote) Wilson of
Murray Route One, Stella
community, died this morning
at 6:30 at the MurrayCalloway.County Hospital. He
was 72 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the West Fork
Baptist Church and was born
July 9, 1904.
Mr. Wilson is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Susie Miller
Wilson, Murray Route One;
two daughters, Mrs. Cody
Estelle) Adams, Farmington
Route One, and Mrs. Joe
Larue ) Sledd, Murray Route
One; one son,Ted Ray Wilson,
St. Louis, Mo.; one sister,
Mrs. Harris W. (Rella Mae)
Clark, Detroit, Mich.; two
brothers, Hulas Wilson.
Murray Route One, and C. B.
Christenberry, Detroit, Mich.;
eleven grandchildren; three
great grandchildren.
Funeral services are incomplete but friends may call
at the Max Churchill Funeral
Home after six p.m. tonight
!Tuesday.

STOCK MAIO

4111111

I

Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by!. M Simon Co. are as follows:

Funeral IrThday
For C. T. Paschall

Gleneth Wisehart
Dies Monday With
Rites Wednesday
Gleneth Wisehart, farmer in
the Alisao community, died
Monday at nine p. m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis,Tn. He was 57 years
ot.age.
The deceased was a
member of the Almo Church
of Christ. Born September 17,
1919, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Noah
Glen Wisehart and Eula
McClard Wisehart.
Mr. Wisehart is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Clotille Vaughn
Wisehart, Almo Route One, to
whom he was married March
23, 1940; three sons, Donald
and Ronald Wisehart, Alma
Route One, and Larry
Wisehart, Farmington Ropte
One; one brother, -James
Wisehart, Hazel Route One;
two grandchildren, Loren and
Celena Wisehart.
.Services will be held
Wednesday at eleven a. m. at
the graveside at the Murray
Memorial Gardens. In charge
of arrangements is the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call
after five p. m. today
Tuesday.

The funeral for Cletus T.
Paschall is being held today at
two p. m. at the First Baptist
Church, Paris, Tn., with the
Rev. Carroll C. Owen officiating. Burial will follow in
the Maplewood Cemetery
there.
Lynn Paschall, Charles
Wilson, Johnny Freeman,
Glen Edwin Paschall, Edgar
Lee Paschall, Thomas Edwin
Paschall, and Densil Paschall
are serving as pallbearers.
Mr. Paschall, age 85, died
Sunday at 8:45 a. m. at the
Baptist Hospital, Nashville,
In. He was a former farmer in
the Puryear community but
now resided in Paris, Tn., with
his wife, Mrs. Eva Jones
Paschall, to whom he was
married on September 1, 1920,
who survives.
The deceased is survived by
two sons, Dr. Henry Franklin
Paschall. Kashyille, Tn, and
C. Lindy Paschall, Paris, Tn.;
four grandchildren, Pamela
Lynn Freeman, Sandra Kay
Paschall, Linda Wilson, and
Lynn Ford Paschall; one
great grandchild.

Indus Av.
Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
A. T. & T.
Ford Motor .......
Gen. Dynamics ....
Gen. Motors,
Gen. Tire
Goodnch
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg.
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

•

treublein Inc
McDonalds Corp
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific. . ...
Nair
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

First grade students at Carter School won a treat from the PTA for colIcting tke most box tops toward the
playground equipment in February. Pictured, left to right, are, front row, Wendy Swan,Shed West, Carolyn Sturgell,
Kim Pogue, Leisa Capo, Takina Bomar, Brian Daughaday, Herbie Barnett, second row, Trina Kendall, Shelby Morgan,
April Lane, Mary Smiley, Kevin Barrow, Ned Lund, Chris Proctor, Mary Morgan, third row, Mart*icarb;ough, Steve
Conner, Charles Hampton, Dana Pea, Robert Winchester, Stephanie Rutledge, Lee May Mao, Jeff Summerville,
James T. Nance, and Sandy Cantrell, teacher.
Photo by Mary Ann Carter

Paul C. Winstead,
Funeral Wednesday Wildlife Officer
Dies At Hospital
For Cora Wells

tr'91 ,
,

a

For Vernon Dixon

_
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Rates. . •
(Continued From Page 1)
viewed by some mayors as an
inherent injustice.
They also have privately
of
McGuffey
accused
representing insurance inlerests, which he has denied.
"I'm the referee," he said.
"I'm also concerned about the
lives of people, not just the
rates. To' say that inadequate
fire protection affects rates
only is half the point."
McGuffey said that as long
as he can obtain cooperation
from both cities and the ISO,
he sees no need for an inrating dependent
organization.
If the ISO inspection unfire
protection
covers
deficiencies, the insurance
commissioner is notified.
Then he writes the mayor of
the involved community,
telling him that if the purported defects are not
remedied within 90 days the
rates will go up.
McGuffey said he has final
authority on approval of rates.

'Main Strasse'

Services Are Today

Carter To Visit 'Average Family'
ky

I

Dial
Bby8oz. ,li.,
Powder
•

,,,„,,„a
,

11

17's -kb
X% +4

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:

Funeral services for Miss
Paul C. Winstead, First
Cora Wells will be held District supervisor of KenWednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the tucky Fish and Wildlife
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Department, died Sunday at
Church with the Rev. Richard 6:55 a.m. at the Benton,
Drew officiating. Burial will Municipal Hospital. He was 511
be in the Murray City years of age.
Cemetery with the Rutledge
He was a member of the
Funeral Home in charge of the First Missionary Baptist
arrangements.
Church, Benton, a World War
Friends may call at the Mt. II veteran, and a member of
Horeb Church where the wake the Masonic ,Lodge at Cum-willVelield tonight ( Tuesday
berland.
from six to eight p. m.
Survivors include his wife,
Miss Wells, age 90, died Mrs. Evelyn Winstead,
Saturday at 11:15 p. m. at the Benton; two daughters, Mrs.
Westview Nursing Home. She Ray Henry, Kissimmee, Fla.,
the late and Mrs. Jack Adams,
was the daughter
Wallace and Victaia Wells. Lexington; three sons, Gary,
The Murray woman is Larry, and Paul Winttead, all
survived by one sister, Mrs. of Benton; one brother, Bobby
Erma Perry, Murray, five Winstead, Cumberland; six
nieces, four nephews, and grandchildren.
several great nieces and
The funeral is being held
nephews and cousins.
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, With
the Rev. Rodney Travis,.the
Fourth grade students at Carter School won a treat from the PTA for collecting the most box tops toward the
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — Rev. J. Frank Young, and the
playground equipment in January. Pictured, left to right, are, front row, Leslie Massey, Jill Humphreys, Karen Tolley,
Members of the Kentucky Rev. Mayo Mansfield ofMissy Dunn, Sheri Swift, Jeanette Williams, Sabrina Smith, second row, Gabriel Amos, Brad Newsome, Kevin Wolf,
Convention Advisory Board ficiating.
Carter, Chris Franklin, third row, Andy Henry, James Kendall, Joel Lotto, David Randolph, Michael Johnson,
Phillip
—
MISS YOUR PAPER?
will visit northern Kentucky
Burial will be in the MarDwayne
Gammons, Tim Lackey, Chris Philpot, Lindy Knight, Ella Stamps, Amy Roos, and Jean Hurt, teacher.
Wednesday to look at the shall County Memory Gardens
Subscribers alto have net
Photo by Mary Ann Carter
Strasse"
proposed "Main
received their bosio-delivered
with the pallbearers being•
project site.
copy of The Murray Ledger 4
Conservation officers of the
The Northern Kentucky First District
r111105 by 5:30 p. in. WedgyConvention and Visitors
Friday or by 3:30 p. in. on SaturBureau is seeking i2.5 million
days are wiped to call 753-1916
of the state's convention
between 530p. in. end 6 p. at.,
staunch settle a political tempest O'Neill, is active in state
while
CLINTON, Mass. (AP) — and,
center development fund to
be little which arose with the an- Democratic politics, and holds
to
bleaday-Friday, or 3:30 p.
claim
Democrats,
Edward
Thompson's wife and
build an exhibition hall -and
nouncement on March 1 that a job with the State
involved in politics.
end 4 p. in. Saturdays to insane
eight
in
children
here
this
convention center that would
Carter would spend the night legislature.
"He's's° busy.at work,
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
small
New
England
mill
town
Funeral services for Vernon
be part of a revitalized
with Democratic worker Eva
for
has
tinie
husband
no
,
weekin.
p.
6
must be placed by
Thompson, 56, and his 55downtown Covington with a Dixon, father of Dan Dixon of call themselves the "avera'ge political or social activities," Hester.
days or 4 p. in. Saturdays to
American
family."
year-old wife were notified by
"Rhineland in America" Murray, are lieing held today
Life-long residents of the White House on Sunday
Thompson
said,
Kay
4
guarantee de1iver7.1
at three p..*. at the First
theme.
The household will lose protesting politely that she Clinton, a town of 13,500 that they would be hosts to the
Baptist Church, Piggott, Ark.,
some of its averageness had little time to talk on the mostly Irish Democrats 35 President.
with C. Ray Miller officiating.
Wednesday
night
when phone because she wanted to miles northwest of Boston, the
The Thompsons have five
Burial will be in the Piggott
•
Johnson's
President Carter drops by to get the house ready for her Thompsons were chosen after grandchildren. Four of their
Cemetery.
it was decided Miss Hester
spend the night in the guest.
children still live at home.
Mr. Dixon, age 47, died
was too political for a meetThompsons' 100-year-old,fiveix
Three others are married, and
injuries
from
Sunday
"I'm not a fund raiser," said the-people visit.
bedroorn,home.
eighth, Patrick, is a junior
the
sustained in a one car accident
She ran in the 1974 primary
The Thompsons will be hosts Thompson, office manager for
at the University of Indiana.
near Piggott, Ark. He was
governor
lieutenant
to Carter on St. Patrick's Day a beer distributor. "That's for
Mrs. Thompson said that
owner of Dixon's Radio and
against 'the eventual winner,
eve during his first "meet-the- what did it."
since hearing the news that
TV Service and also operated
of
son
III,
O'Neill
P.
Thomas
people" trip.
That's precisely the type of'
Spray
she was going to have a house
and managed Piggott Video
They are avowedly average family that was needed to' Speaker of the House "Tip"
guest, she has been "stunned,
Cable Service at Piggott.
1 w'1fts
0
a
amazed and honored."
He is survived by his wife,
Asked about sleeping
Mrs. Sadine Meade Dixon!
An ti-Perspiront
arrangements, she said: "I
three sons, Ronnie and John'.
Very Dry An ti-Perspiront
haven't given it much thought.
Dixon, Piggott, Ark., and Dan
Scented or
$112
I've just been busy tidying up
Dixon, Murray, five sisters,
Unsceoted
_ _
f4 oz
for a guest. And believe it or
and two grandchildren.
Your Choice I
not, he's the President.
"I'm just preparing for him
as I would any guest. I'm the
(
-)
supermarkets, shoppers have to close because of the typical housewife. I do the
By KRISTIN GOFt
jammed aisles where the proposed saccharin ban.
dusting first, then think of the
Associated Press-Writer
i
On Monday, however, he meals. I have no help, and I
Artificial sweeteners_ and artificial sweeteners are
said the firm's three plants like to cook as a Matter of
5
low-calorie_ soft drinks are stocked.
•,
"I'm not going to buy out the Were going on 20-hour work choice and necessity."
Spray
from
vanishing
grocery
store
CePaCOr
Carter will attend a special
shelves as diet-conscious store, but I will buy more than days to try to keep up with
Roy I Toby) Clark, formerly shoppers stock up in the face usual," said Illene Davidson orders. "I dare say we've town meeting Wednesday
tt•I'
;
of Hardin, died Saturday at of a government warning that as she picked up four large gotten rid of a two-month night and the next day may
packages of Sweet 'n Low, a supply in two days," Eisen- sample some of Clinton's St.
ten a.m. at the Methodist saccharin may cause cancer.
Patrick's Day celebration.
"No one's asking questions. sugar substitute, explaining stadt said.
Hospital, Jacksonville, Fla.
He was 67 years of age and They are just buying," said that she normally buys only
had operated the Clark Radio Jerome Webb, the manager of two at a time.
Anti-Perspfrant
The Food and Drug
and TV Service at Hardin for a grocery store in Cambridge,
CePaCOI.
several years. He was an elder Mass. He reported sales of Administration last week
Mouthwash
at the Hardin Church of diet sodas were about one- announced plans to prohibit
the general sale of saccharin
[third higher than normal.
Christ.
C
You'll Find Anywhere See Us
- In New York, Seattle and after tests indicated large
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
7 oz
doses of the sweetener caused
Atlanta,
supermarkets
,
• June Clark; two daughters,
reported heavy runs on ar- cancer in rats.
Mrs.
Cylvia
044303, 22745, 291122, 446.54
Cornell, tificial sweeteners and
The FDA said it would be at
higher
Jacksonville, Fla., and Miss
before the
than normal sales of diet least July
Suzanne Clark, Hopkinsville.
necessary administrative
sodas.
The body is being returned
- 811111111111W.-.,• t,„,,,,e,,,,„, •
"All our saccharin and steps could be completed for a
to the Collier Funeral Home.
artificial sweetener is 'gone. permanent ban on saccharin.
Benton, where funeral serSweet 'n Low is the nation's
We ran out last Friday. We
1
..
L
0,
vices will be held Wednesday
largest selling artificial
o...
;
'
some
get
to
more
hope
today,
I
at one p.m. with Bro. Willis
but it is getting harder to get," sweetener. Ira Eisenstadt,
Green officiating. Burial will
said Atlanta supermarket vice president of Cumberland
.
follow in the Marshall County
YOUR KEY TO VALUE
James
manager
Allen Packing Corp. of New York,
Memory Gardens.
which produces Sweet 'n Low,
\
5111 VI. Main
McDonald.
',Friends may 'call at the
Mein St.
Mortal
At two New York City said last week his plants might
funeral home.

,. .
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Roy (Toby) Clark,

Diet-Conscious Shoppers Quickly
Stocking Up On Low-Cal Products

Former Resident

'

Of Hardin, Dies

irtcrmlitcAtt
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Murray, Ky.

Man Power

67c

Home Loan Money Is Available
For the Best Home Loan

55

ic_64"OR

it

.

4

NM NUM
LENDER

tea
6.001 666.41 6
•116.1•

FSLIC

I P L..
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6.61666,66
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,,Loan
cTederal Savinqs
ill urray Branch
753-7921

•

